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INTRODUCTION
The world has changed considerably since the 1980s, when CAD first started displacing drafting tables. In 1986, PTC changed mechanical design forever with Pro/ENGINEER, a 3D history-based solid modeling program. The 30+ years that have followed
have brought a lot of changes in technology. We have moved away from decentralized desktop workstations that cost tens of thousands of dollars running design software that cost tens of thousands of dollars more. We’ve moved away from sharing
data with floppy disks (the “sneakernet”) and we’re now using the Internet.
Waves of change came fast and are still coming. PCs lowered hardware prices until
engineers were assured of having a PC on their desks. Then, getting tied down to a
desktop became confining—why not use mobile devices? Processors got so fast that
you could render or analyze in close-to-real-time. Software became cheaper and
cheaper—even free. Data storage morphed to the point that it vanished—going somewhere in the cloud.
For the last few graduating classes of engineers, this new world of mobile devices,
the Internet, free apps and smartphones, is the only one they have ever known.
Engineering and design software has evolved, as well. After decades of 3D modeling’s inception, CAD software has matured to the point that it will handle all sorts
of design tasks. In the 1980’s, when 3D mechanical CAD (MCAD) was more of a novelty, users had to carefully determine if a CAD system could adequately handle the
type of product their company was producing. It was typical for customers to shop
among CAD systems with checklists and benchmarks. These days, users can be fairly
confident that any mature CAD system will be up to their tasks.
We will find distinctions among mostly non-modeling factors: the way they are
learned and used, their upkeep, costs and other considerations important to the
modern engineer, and quantify the results.
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CRITERIA
A modern engineer in this new world has different expectations of engineering tools.
Software used in product design and manufacturing needs to address the modern engineer, one who places increasing importance on the criteria listed below. It’s no longer
about which software can model the best. Given a choice between different pieces of
software that can, more or less, achieve the task of modeling and modifying geometry and creating assemblies, other factors come into play when making a choice about
which platform to use.
With this report, ENGINEERING.com will investigate which of the major MCAD systems
are best suited to the modern engineer. We have assembled a set of criteria we consider
important to the modern engineer:

1	
Ease-of-Use (weight 10 out of 10). Can it be used with a minimum of training
and experience? Can training be totally within the program or online (not in the
classroom)?

2

 obility (weight 7 out of 10). Can it be used on multiple devices, including handM
held devices? Can it be used in and out of the office?

3	
Collaboration (weight 7 out of 10). Does it allow for collaboration with co-workers
and project stakeholders?

4

Integrated manufacturing, including 3D printing (weight 7 out of 10). Once a
part is fully defined, how easily can it be manufactured?

5

I ntegrated simulation (weight 5 out of 10). Can a part be analyzed for stress and
motion without having to rely on other people or products?

6

 esign synthesis (weight 5 out of 10). Can the software optimize shapes or come
D
up with original shapes given design parameters?

7	
Cost (weight 10 out of 10). Is the cost, either up front or paid monthly, so high
that it will act as a deterrent?

8	
Maintenance (weight 7 out of 10). Will the software require a reseller for installation, maintenance and updates – or can the software take care of itself?

9

 echatronics features (weight 6 out of 10). Does the software have mechatronM
ics features either built-in or with 3rd-party products?

10	IoT (weight 4 out of 10). Can a user design parts that connect to networks or each
other?

11	
Green Design (weight 2 out of 10). Does the software support creating a part with
less environmental impact?
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EASE-OF-USE

The modern engineer does not want to sit through any more classes. Engineering school
was hard enough and it was hopefully the last time someone stood in front of class and
told them what they need to know.
These days, with all the information available online—much of it in video format that can
be called up on the modern engineer’s schedule and consumed with headphones in a
cubicle—there’s little reason to waste time with irrelevant information painstakingly delivered. And in a time of attention deficits and information-laden environments, don’t expect
engineers to learn convoluted commands and arcane icons. They don’t have six months to
learn how to use the software. That may be longer than they even work at one company.
While no CAD program can honestly advertise that it can be picked up and put to productive use in the same day, modern CAD can at least be learned without formal classroom
training. It doesn’t have layers of buildup, menus plastered over themselves. It benefits
from the ease-of-use expectations of users of current applications and hardware, best
exemplified by the iPhone. No one has ever needed to buy a book, much less sit in a classroom, to learn how to use an iPhone.
Modern CAD will attempt to make the system work for you. If you intended to sketch a
circle, it makes a perfect circle for you. It does not need to offer you a dozen ways to make
a circle. For more difficult functions, like blending a surface after starting with splines, for
example—well, there’s probably a YouTube video for that.

MOBILITY

The modern engineer is not to be found motionless for 8.5 hours a day, except for handson keyboard and mouse movement. That’s the modern engineer’s parent. These days, an
engineer is just as likely to work from home, the coffee shop or out in the field. Mom or
dad may have been cubicle slaves, but not their children. The tools need to keep up. Most
office tools have.
The engineer of today is just as likely to use Google Docs as Word. Today, in most of the
industrialized world, a broadband connection is pretty much a given. Traditional CAD
products, however, are weighty. They can’t be lifted to move around. Programs that work
only on certain operating systems (example: Windows) or one class of hardware (PCs or
workstations) impede true mobility.

COLLABORATION

The lone inventor or engineer is a rarity for all but the simplest of products. Most engineering is a group effort and good communications between individuals and teams is
vital. Modern business and engineering relies on the Internet, which has made it possible
to work together even when working apart, in different locations across time zones. Real
time communication, either video, audio or text, is taken for granted. Modern engineers
expect this in their workplace and the most modern design and engineering software has
found ways to accommodate them.
The current state of the art allows for a design review or work session to happen with simultaneous access to the same design and with engineers and other stakeholders being
able to question, comment, explore, even change the part.
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INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

The traditional engineering software world was once divided neatly between computer-aided design (CAD), analysis (CAE) and manufacturing (CAM). These tools belonged
to distinct groups, each necessitating its own education and experience dedicated to its
specialized tasks. These distinctions are fading.
An orderly, linear approach that starts in a design department and ends in the machine
shop has been replaced by the same people doing it all. An inventor or startup does not
have established linear workflows, much less manpower and facilities. Instead, it is a seewhat-you-need, do-what-you-need approach. A part that causes an unforeseen interference in a machine can be redesigned on the spot and sent to a 3D printer or, with a few
clicks, sent to a service that will cut it from metal and deliver it to the door.
The state of the art in integrated manufacturing has all manufacturing features incorporated into the same interface as the design system, with no extra CAM products to shop for,
install and maintain. CAM functionality should include 5 axis machining.

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

Similar to manufacturing, simulation has also been made more accessible. In the past, simulation may have been practiced by highly educated, highly skilled engineers with sophisticated software. However, CAE software has been transformed to become more accessible
to the design engineer, usable during the design process.
The modern user of engineering software now has an expectation that they will not only
be able to shape a part, but also determine if it can withstand its expected environment by
subjecting it to simulation. And if it doesn’t, they can change it. The modern engineer no
longer has to design the part in full and send it to PhD analysts who, after a few days, will
let them know if the part failed—potentially leading to a complete redesign.
The state of the art in integrated simulation has all simulation features incorporated into
the same interface as the design system, with no extra simulation products to shop for, install and maintain.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

Computer users these days expect their computer to possess cognitive ability. For the engineer, how about the computer actually creates the design, not just documents it? For a
society raised on Google finishing sentences for it, of Amazon arranging its storefront according to what they previously purchased, of Netflix nailing the next show they want to
watch, the expectation is now that design software should also know what the designer
wants. It is called computer-aided design, after all. Can’t it just live up to its name?
Several CAD products have incorporated the ability to shape a part. Wedding mathematical
schemes for bone growth to finite element analysis (FEA) has led to topology optimization
products, which are becoming increasingly available to the design engineer.
In addition to topology optimization, where a given shape is tweaked, why not have the
computer itself experiment with different shapes. Called “generative design,” this type of
design synthesis is also starting to ease into the designer’s toolbox.
Part synthesis technology is a work in progress. A perfect score would indicate an optimum
part could be created given a few parameters. No software we have seen actually allows this
to happen. While the state of the art in topology optimization makes attempts to smooth
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out a shape, a manual effort is still required to finish the job. While generative design offers
thousands of design variations, most variations are ridiculous and easily dismissed. However, it still takes a lot of work to go through them, all with the hope that one, a gold nugget
in the dirt, will be worth it.
For this reason, no CAD system gets a perfect score in part synthesis.

COST

The modern consumer seems to be abandoning every business model that requires large
sums of money in exchange for owning something forever. The people who used to buy
movies for in-home video libraries moved to physically renting them, then to getting them
on-demand. A car is too much bother for city dwellers, so they use Uber and Lyft to get
cars as needed. Modern software is either bought a month at time, obtained for free, or
purchased for a few dollars in an app store.
This is a concept that has made inroads into design software. While design software born
of this era (Onshape and Fusion 360) is only sold on term licensing, even traditional CAD
software, long sold with a perpetual license, has been forced to change its ways.
Several users of modern CAD software find the cost to be their number one concern – ruling out traditional CAD in the first place (see 4 Things Users Hate Most About Their CAD
Systems on ENGINEERING.com).

MAINTENANCE AND UPDATES

Traditional CAD vendors issue periodic (usually annual) upgrades, with vendors saving up
all of their enhancements, including features and capabilities requested by users, and issuing them all at once. A traditional annual upgrade is designed to have a big impact—for
example, one recent CAD update claimed to have 500 enhancements.
There are always new features and capabilities that are welcome with users. However,
the impact of an upgrade can be quite disruptive to the company’s workflow. For an IT
department, servicing hundreds or thousands of CAD users, an upgrade can take days or
weeks. Worse yet, a user-interface change that shuffles commands or hides often-used
icons can lead to grumbling—if not a near-riot—across the design department. Also, as big
updates change the code base considerably, a new release can often be buggy.
Modern software does away with all of that in one fell swoop. Vendors don’t have big
annual updates. Enhancements, new features and bug fixes are released throughout the
year. With cloud-based applications, users may not even realize the product has been
updated. (A reverse problem: how is a user to know an enhancement has been made
available?)

MECHATRONICS

Along with a time in which engineers could perform only one task, like design, gone is the
expectation that they handle mechanical design alone. Their projects can entail multiple
disciplines. Not only must their component be of the right material, the right shape and
structurally sound after stresses, it may be wired with electronics.
Along with engineers who need to dabble in other disciplines, so must their design tools.
The most modern of CAD tools incorporate electrical design software seamlessly. Even if
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the electrical technology has been acquired from a standalone electrical design software
company, it must work seamlessly within the same interface.
For example, training a car to recognize a pedestrian and avoid hitting them happens
only because a tremendous number of bits from a video stream has been fed into arrays
of GPUs in the trunk, arrays needing so much power that they reach boiling temperature
and must be cooled to keep functioning. This is a problem demanding a blend of mechanical design, electronics, AI and thermal simulation.

IOT

The Internet of Things (IoT) era is upon us, with a demand that future products be able
to speak to each other and to us. This puts a lot of pressure on the field of product design, as well as product designers. They must take much into consideration: the electronics of IoT and the sensors, whether optical, infrared, LiDAR or other; the signals that
need to be transmitted and received; the security protocols that must be established to
prevent the devices from being hacked; and whether the computing power should be
localized (edge computing) to make sense of and manage the flow of data.

GREEN DESIGN

With the effects of climate change already impacting communities across the planet,
it is becoming more and more important for engineers to prioritize sustainability and
green design. Therefore, this is becoming more important in the tools that engineers
use. Will the design software help make a choice in the materials used in a part, showing, for example, the carbon footprint of the part if made in steel compared to a plastic?
All else being equal, the choice of design software could hinge upon whether it has a
concern for the environment.

METHODOLOGY

To find which of the mainstream CAD products was best suited for modern engineers,
ENGINEERING.com met with the people who knew the software best: product managers and power users. We receive online demonstrations of the current versions of each
product. We also conducted interviews with several power users to get their perspectives, not only on software they currently use, but software they had been using or had
considered.
Material was supplied by the vendors and found by ENGINEERING.com. This was supplemented by previous knowledge of products, from live demos at trade shows and user
conferences to material found on vendors’ websites, as well as independent sources,
actual use of the product and previous coverage published on ENGINEERING.com.
All information gathered was pored over and quantified to obtain a ranking of the best
CAD system for the modern engineer.
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PRODUCT LIST
CAD systems that are most relevant and important to the design engineer are included
in this study.
We consider mainstream CAD products only those available to the large majority of
engineers, from consultants and small firms as well as large enterprises. Not included
were enterprise-only systems by Siemens (NX) and Dassault Systemes (CATIA). Both
companies have mainstream CAD products (Solid Edge and SOLIDWORKS, respectively)
as part of this report.
Design software systems can exist either as a single product, a design platform, a bundle
of products or a main product among a system of products endorsed or sanctioned by
the design software company. Products from partners and 3rd party vendors will be included, if available and needed to achieve functional parity.

• Autodesk Design and Manufacturing Collection
• Fusion 360 Ultimate
• Creo
• Creo Parametric Essentials Premium
• Creo Advanced Simulation Extension
• Creo Elements/Pro Complete Machining Option
• Onshape
• Onshape Professional
• Mecsoft’s VisualCAM
• SimScale for simulation
• Solid Edge
• Solid Edge Premium
• CAM Express
• Solid Edge Simulation
• SOLIDWORKS
• SOLIDWORKS Premium
• CAMWorks
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PTC CREO
Company

PTC

First Launched

1988

Operating System

Windows

Cost

Perpetual
License

Annual

Creo Parametric Essentials Premium

$11,079

$3,745

Creo Advanced Simulation Extension

$13,989

$6,615

Creo Elements/Pro Complete Machining Option $14,995

$7,000
(estimated)

*As of 2018, Creo will no longer be available on perpetual license.
PTC’s Creo, previously known as Pro/ENGINEER, is a robust MCAD program with a large
and devoted following. Introduced in 1988, Pro/ENGINEER is credited for defining modern
CAD programs for mechanical design with its feature-based parametric solid modeling.
Back then, the company went by the full name of Parametric Technology Corporation.
The program has gone through many iterations in its long lifetime, changing not only
its name (first “Pro/ENGINEER”, then “Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire”, now “Creo”), but also operating systems (proprietary to Unix to Windows) and, in the process, it has managed to
become easier to learn and use.

EASE-OF-USE

A helpful advice window (Learning Connector) docks to the side of the Creo screen to guide new users. (Image courtesy of
PTC.)
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Once a user mastered Pro/ENGINEER, they were able to model most anything. However,
mastery required considerable dedication and time. Creo has shed much of Pro/ENGINEER’s powerful-but-hard-to-learn reputation. While the old program employed a thicket
of menus, modern day Creo approaches the state-of-the-art in Windows-based CAD interfaces with its context-sensitive ribbon menus.
“Users have access to hundreds of video tutorials, generated by PTC as well as by the user
community,” said Paul Sagar, vice president of product management at PTC.
Creo has a “maximum screen space” mode that clears away most menus and icons, ideal
for power users. For those trying to learn how to use Creo, there is a “Help” window that
docks to the side of the screen, including resources like videos and eLearning tutorials
specific to the command a user is trying.
A command search is also available. Most helpful to those with SOLIDWORKS experience
is the inclusion of SOLIDWORKS commands and their Creo equivalents. For example, type
in “fillet,” a SOLIDWORKS command, and you are told that the equivalent command in
Creo is “round.”
Live instructor-led training is available through PTC’s vast reseller network.

MOBILITY

Creo is planning a browser-based application. “Creo in the Cloud” (for lack of an official
name) is currently in beta and users have been trying it for over six months. It is usable
on any device with a web browser, including smartphones and tablets. Creo in the Cloud
is made possible by the Frame cloud platform, a service that takes desktop applications
and puts them on cloud servers. This is similar to what Frame has done for desktop products from SOLIDWORKS and Solid Edge, among others. Creo in the Cloud is available as
a separate application with its own pricing, though pricing was not available at the time
of this writing.
But the Creo available for most users is still a Windows-based product optimized for
desktop workstations. Most CAD users will create or modify geometry at their desk using
multiple, big screens.
PTC offers a free viewer (PTC Creo View Mobile) that runs on Android and iOS devices.

COLLABORATION

“Collaboration really comes in the form of data management, managing your projects
and managing the data that is in your projects,” Sagar said. “There are specific tools inside
Creo to design products in what we call a ‘top-down’ fashion that enables multiple users
to work on the same design simultaneously. But then the ability to get updates from other people that are working on the same design is something that you need a [separate]
data management system to handle, because you need to determine when and where
you want those changes to come through.”
Creo does not have the ability for multiple users to collaborate on a model simultaneously
in real time. Nor does it have a chat tool built into the product.
“Most of our companies or customers use standard chat tools, like Skype,” Sagar said.
“With a lot of our companies, those types of tools are prescribed and implemented by the
IT department and managed by the IT department.”
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MAINTENANCE

PTC upgrades have major improvements to the product. Upgrades could have been released as much as two years apart. Beginning March 2018, however, Creo is moving to annual upgrades. As is traditional with CAD, the big, feature-rich periodic updates are to be
installed by the user, the IT department or the resellers. Users can expect some downtime
during transitions, as is true with every big update from traditional CAD vendors.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Creo’s manufacturing capability is robust, as can be expected from PTC’s long years of service for manufacturing customers.
(Image courtesy of PTC.)

PTC offers as robust CAM functionality as does any vendor, having been so long in the
service of manufacturing companies. With the CAM module (Creo Elements/Pro Complete Machining Option), Creo has full 2.5-axis to 5-axis machining and is able to perform
milling, turning and wire-EDM. The cutting paths and material removal is simulated on
screen, powered by technology provided by PTC partner ModuleWorks. CAM is close to
the center of Creo’s core design capability. CAM capabilities are accessed from within the
CAD user interface (UI). However, the CAM module must be purchased separately and is
estimated to add considerably to the cost of Creo.

Creo allows users to orient parts within a specific 3D printer’s build volume. Note the hexagon infill structure within the part.
(Image courtesy of PTC.)
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Newer to Creo is additive manufacturing support. Creo users who need 3D-printed parts
can access a library of 3D printers from Stratasys and plastic 3D printers from 3D Systems.
The software shows parts inside the printer’s build volume and allows users to orient
the part and nest multiple parts. The software will calculate how much print material is
used and how long it will take. The software also provides special guidance for 3D print
production, issuing warnings if holes are too small or walls are too thin. Part orientations,
optimally nested, can be saved as a configuration, so it can be used in future print jobs
with the same printer.
Creo helps users visualize support structures needed for 3D printing parts that have significant overhangs, but, as of the current release, supports are of a standard shape and users
do not have the ability to model unique support structures. Support for metal 3D-printed
parts, much sought after by engineers, is coming in the next release.
With the last release of Creo came the ability to parametrically model lattice structures
within parts to achieve the lightest weight possible with the least material possible, a
feature particularly suited for 3D printing. Creo can also add drain holes to parts printed
by specific processes that require them, such as selective laser sintering, so print material
is not trapped within once the fabrication process is complete.

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

Similar to CAM, Creo adds robust analysis capability with the Advanced Simulation Extension. Users can use FEA for linear statics (stress), vibration and thermal analysis, all developed by PTC. They can perform full kinematic motion (rigid bodies). With Creo 5 (due
in March 2018), computational fluid dynamics (CFD) will be added. Also, similar to CAM,
the simulation module must be purchased separately and adds considerably to the cost
of Creo.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

Creo 5 (due in March 2018) will have integrated shape optimization, but, unlike most topology optimization routines, Creo will produce machinable surfaces, according to Sagar.
“It will be a smooth Creo surface model,” Sagar said. “You will be able to apply your loads,
your constraints and so forth, and have the system optimize that shape. While there are
many topology optimization solutions out there on the market already, [most] result in
tessellated geometry. Users struggle with a tessellated shape because it can’t be used in
the rest of their design, so they end up reverse engineering that tessellated geometry to
get to CAM geometry. With Creo 5, the user is going to get not only the optimized shape,
but also the model in a CAM format.”

PRICING

Creo is doing away with perpetual licensing at the end of 2017 and going to the more
modern subscription model for users around the world, except those in Asia.
“You get updates, to get bug fixes and so forth, if you pay for a subscription,” Sagar said.
“You are buying the right to use the software for the length of your subscription period
[12 months]. After 12 months, you would renew your subscription to get it for the next
12 months.”
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While the pricing for basic modeling seems competitive with other systems in this report,
adding similar capabilities for machining with PTC’s add-on modules (Creo Elements/Pro
Complete Machining Option) and simulation (Creo Advanced Simulation Extension) add
enormously to the cost of the Creo CAD system. The total cost may make it difficult to
obtain for most individuals and small businesses.

MECHATRONICS

PTC has advanced the concept of digital twins. The mountain bike pictured here has been outfitted with sensors, electronics
and transmitters which update the bike’s digital counterpart, mimicking its motion and supplying real time data. (Image
courtesy of PTC.)

“We have a full set of capabilities to handle the mechatronic aspects of a design,” Sagar
said. “We also have the capability to directly connect your CAD model to a physical model
in the field and replicate, if you like, a digital twin of what that product is doing in the
field. That gives you clearer insight into how your product is being used. It allows you to
replace your design assumptions with design reality.”
“PTC offers a suite of products that are fully-integrated into Creo for harness design and
cabling design, starting out from the 2D schematic,” Sagar added. “You can build a 2D
schematic with all of the intelligence built-in. Then, you can have that drive your cabling
design moving forward and automatically raise your cables for you within your design.”
PTC provides tools for schematic design. Through partnerships with third parties, Creo
users can add PCB design.

IOT

PTC acquired the ThingWorx IoT platform for $112 million in 2014 as the Internet of Things
reached the top of the hype cycle (according to Gartner), hoping to get an early start with
a technology the company expected to soon be in “80 to 100 percent of all manufacturing.” In doing so, PTC singlehandedly established a criteria by which other mechanical
CAD vendors would be judged. Even today, when design engineers hasten to add IoT to
current and future products and processes, PTC remains far in the lead. The company has
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done much to advance the concept of digital twins making use of IoT technology. With
Creo Product Insight, an extension for Creo, you can make a digital twin of a physical assembly, including digital sensors, connect the digital twin using ThingWorx and interact
with data from the real sensors on the physical device.

GREEN DESIGN

Creo contains no internal tools to calculate carbon footprint or to advise on the environmental impact of parts for its users. Perhaps forgotten is the 2008 acquisition of Synapsis,
a 25-person firm that specialized in environmental regulatory compliance applications,
which, at the time, PTC stated was to “broaden its support for green product design.” The
company maintains a commitment to environmental sustainability among its corporate
responsibility goals on the company website.
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FUSION 360
Company

Autodesk

First Launched

2013

Operating System

Windows, Mac, iOS, Android

Cost

Perpetual License
)Estimated(

Monthly

Annual

Fusion 360 Standard

N/A

$40

$300

Fusion 360 Ultimate

N/A

$190

$1500

EASE-OF-USE

Right from the get-go, Fusion 360 attempts to be as easy as possible for new and transitioning users. After a three-minute installation, users are asked whether they’re new to
CAD or coming from another product, such as Inventor or SOLIDWORKS. New users will
be eased into the experience with tool tips, sample files and learning tracks, while users
migrating from other environments can have the Fusion 360 pan, rotate and zoom settings automatically match those they’re most used to. To further help with the transition,
Fusion 360 also offers specific guides for switching from different CAD software.
While there are some resellers offering live classes, most any type of Fusion 360 user
should be able to get comfortable with the software from the built-in resources, according to Daniel Graham, director of product management
“The predominant learning workflows that we’re seeing most of our users take are these
indirect options that allow them to learn at their own pace,” Graham explained. “That’s
why we have this wide variety of content, to allow them to come in at a starting point that
most closely matches their skillset and background.”

Users today favor online training, such as this tutorial on modeling with splines, one of many lessons available from Autodesk
for Fusion 360. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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Bryce Heventhal, technical marketing manager for Fusion 360, notes the changing nature
of CAD education: “When I was learning CAD tools, learning was a very expensive process
of [undergoing] training elsewhere, usually at a reseller site. [For Fusion 360], we post all
of our training online for free, and we have different adoption paths because Fusion 360
attracts different personas, whether that be designers, engineers or machinists. We’re
trying to make sure that each one of those personas has a great learning path for them
to learn Fusion 360.”
To see if Fusion 360 meets this goal, we talked to two Fusion 360 power users: Amir Khan,
team lead for Design and Analysis at rLoop, and Steve Olson, manager of Training Services
at MESA. Though both users came from a CAD background—Khan from Siemens NX and
Olson from Inventor—they each found the transition to be very user-friendly.”

MOBILITY

Fusion 360 currently runs on Windows and Mac operating systems. A browser-based version is in “preview,” and currently has limited functionality—core sketching and modeling,
according to Autodesk’s website. A free mobile app is available for iOS and Android devices, and although it is also called Fusion 360, it only lets users view, markup and collaborate—no modeling or editing.
“For a mobile device, the primary workflows are not those for authoring,” Graham said.
“That’s not really what our users have asked for. But, at some point, we may extend Fusion
360 to have authoring on Android and iOS.”

Fusion 360 browser editing. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

While the browser view may offer a way to edit Fusion 360 files on the go, it lacks some
of the more advanced features of the desktop versions, such as CAM and simulation capabilities.

COLLABORATION

Due to the cloud nature of Fusion 360, the software offers a number of integrated tools for
sharing files, soliciting feedback and other forms of collaboration. For coordinating with
an internal team, Fusion 360 bases its collaboration tools on the notion of a project.
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“When you’re new to Fusion 360 and you just start up a trial, there will be a new project
created for you,” Graham explained. “The nice thing about this is that, if you want to start
collaborating, you are able to just invite new users into this project. They get an invite and
are able to join the project to start working on it, as long as they have access to Fusion
360. So, truly bringing people in at an authoring level is a really easy thing to do.”

Fusion 360’s data panel (left) makes it easy to invite collaborators to a project. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

One of the other main ways to share Fusion 360 files is through a simple URL. Much like
modern cloud-based file storage applications, such as Dropbox, Fusion 360 users can create a link to share a CAD model easily. When doing so, they have the option to password
protect the link and can turn it off at any time. While active, anyone with the link can view,
comment and mark up models just using their web browser while seeing updates in real-time. If given permission, users can also download the model in a variety of formats.

Viewing a Fusion 360 model in-browser from a shared URL. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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“The ability to have flexibility in how you bring people in and collaborate is starting to be
the new expectation in a cloud world,” Graham said of the many collaboration options in
Fusion 360.
Actual mileage may vary, however, especially regarding Fusion 360’s live review feature.
“There was a bit of a lag,” Khan said, an opinion also expressed by Olson. Despite that
shortcoming, Khan and Olson were both ultimately pleased with the collaboration tools
available. Khan praised Fusion 360’s version control, and Olson found the collaborative
tools extremely useful for teaching classes.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Fusion 360 is the only CAD system in this report that completely integrates manufacturing. CAM functions are included within the program’s interface. There are no CAM modules to buy or upgrades in subscription costs. You essentially get CAM for free. This can
save thousands of dollars, which some CAD vendors have been known to charge for CAM
capabilities. There is no additional software to load, so no extra dropdown menus appear
and no additional commands or icons pop up. So, there is no change in the UI or in the
look or feel of the program when you go into CAM mode. CAM has always been built into
Fusion 360. It is a native part of the application. Autodesk created Fusion 360 with the
understanding that every part designed must also be manufactured—the idea that users
should be able to do everything in one program.
Fusion 360 offers both additive and subtractive manufacturing capabilities, but they vary
between Fusion 360 Standard and Fusion 360 Ultimate. While 2.5- and 3-axis manufacturing comes in the standard edition, only Ultimate users have access to 3+2, 4-axis and
5-axis manufacturing.

Fusion 360 provides options, including third party services, for getting parts manufactured. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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Tool path simulation in Fusion 360. (Image courtesy of Autodesk).

“There are a couple of paths for making things,” Graham said. “One is that, if we just go
into a ‘Make’ dropdown, you can do things like 3D printing, or you can even go to work
with another supplier to have someone else make your design. And we make the workflows really easy to do that. The other thing that we do is we have a CAM workspace built
into our product. So, all the way through 5-axis, manufacturing capabilities are supported with our CAM workspace, and you can generate your CAM toolpaths directly on the
geometry that you’ve created. So, we have a really wide variety of paths to manufacture.”

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

Similar to manufacturing, simulation is completely integrated into Fusion 360. You can
analyze a part from within the main interface. There are no FEA modules to buy. Fusion
360 Ultimate users have access to the full range of analyses possible with Autodesk’s Nastran solver.
With Fusion 360, you get CAE functionality for free, potentially saving the thousands of
dollars some CAD vendors have been known to charge for simulation, either in upfront
costs or in having to upgrade to premium packages that include simulation. Just like with
CAM, there are no additional modules to load, so no extra dropdown menus appear and
no additional commands or icons pop up. There is no change in the UI or in the look or
feel of the program when you go into simulation; it’s baked right into Fusion 360.
“For simulation in the basic package, you get access to static stress and modal, and you
also gain access to thermal and thermal stress,” Graham explained. “In the advanced
simulation, which is part of Fusion 360 Ultimate, that’s where you get access to buckling,
nonlinear stress and event-based simulation, as well as shape optimization.”
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Simulation types available in Fusion 360. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

Fusion 360 once again shows off its cloud benefits with the ability to run basic simulations, either locally or in the cloud (the advanced simulations can only be run in the
cloud). This allows users to run multiple simulations in parallel or simply free up their local
compute power for other tasks.
“I can actually solve six studies, or as many as I want, at the same time and still do other
things on my computer,” Heventhal said of the cloud-compute option.
The cloud time is paid for using “cloud credits”, 1,000 of which are given with subscriptions to Fusion 360 Ultimate. Typical simulations cost only a few credits, so the provided
credits should actually pay for numerous simulations before the need for more.

Buying cloud simulation time with cloud credits in Fusion 360. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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DESIGN SYNTHESIS

With Fusion 360 Ultimate, users have access to shape optimization powered by Nastran.
This tool analyzes a model and determines where material can be removed, in accordance
with user constraints and conditions applied. The result is a rough mesh that users can
use as a template in designing their part, either designing around the mesh or smoothing
out the mesh itself.

Shape optimization is built into Fusion 360. Finite element code runs behind the scenes to remove material where stresses
are low. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

A generative mesh that can then be smoothed (blue) for a more usable design, or used as a template. (Image courtesy of
Autodesk.)

“Traditionally with the shape optimization workflows, I can promote the result into the
modeling environment and use that mesh to essentially design around it and create machinable features,” Heventhal said. “We also do have mesh tools within Fusion 360. So, if
I did want to go to 3D printing, I could start smoothing it out if I need to and make it so
that I have a perfect shape before I send it out to my printer.”
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COST

Both Fusion 360 Standard and Fusion 360 Ultimate are available only with a subscription
model in monthly or yearly terms. Here’s what each version will cost you in U.S. dollars:

Monthly

Yearly

Fusion 360 Standard

$40

$300

Fusion 360 Ultimate

$190

$1,500

According to Graham and Heventhal, the only difference between the two versions is that
Ultimate provides the more advanced simulation and manufacturing capabilities we’ve
already discussed. In all other respects, the low-price, non-Ultimate version provides the
exact same functionality.
If you’re not planning on using Fusion 360 for commercial purposes, however, you won’t
have to worry about cost at all, according to Graham. “If you are a student, startup or enthusiast, you do gain access to Fusion 360 for no cost.”
It’s no surprise that both Khan and Olson are fans of Fusion 360’s pricing model. “The price
makes it much more accessible to people like my students,” Olson said.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance of Fusion 360 couldn’t be easier, as all users will be on the same updated
version as soon as updates are released. “Roughly every month we’ll push an update,” Graham said. “And when that update comes, you’ll just be notified that your software version
is up-to-date. Everybody in Fusion 360 is on the same up-to-date version of the software.
This is really critical for us because there’s never any incompatibility between Fusion 360
designs.”

The Fusion 360 blog details what’s new in each update. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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Users can learn about the new features that come with any update by checking out the
“What’s New” blog posts released on the Fusion 360 blog.

MECHATRONICS

Fusion 360 users should be able to work on both mechanical and electrical parts of their
designs, as Fusion 360 is fully compatible with Autodesk’s PCB layout software, EAGLE.
“Very few products are purely mechanical,” Graham said. “One of the things that we’ve
done really recently is we’ve included a bidirectional workflow to work with EAGLE. The
nice thing about this is you can work seamlessly back and forth.”

Fusion 360 offers a bidirectional workflow with Eagle. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

IOT

While Fusion 360 doesn’t offer anything specific in the way of IoT features, Graham and
Heventhal asserted that the team is working on building out IoT functionality.

GREEN DESIGN

Similarly, Fusion 360 is not equipped with any features specifically for environmentally
friendly design. However, Graham pointed out that the company has a vested interest in
sustainability. “Autodesk has many partnerships in the sustainability space, but there’s no
specific utility at this point that we have exposed inside of Fusion 360.”
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PRODUCT DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING COLLECTION
Company

Autodesk

First Launched

1999

Operating System

Windows

Cost

Perpetual License
)Estimated(

Monthly

Annual

Inventor Professional

N/A

$235

$1890

Product Design &
Manufacturing Collection

N/A

$310

$ 2460

EASE-OF-USE

The “Get Started” tab in Inventor will begin a guide for the new user. Clicking on the “Learning Path” icon opens many available tutorials. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

Inventor offers an “in-canvas” learning experience that aims to make picking it up as a
novice, or transitioning to it as an experienced CAD user, a fairly painless experience. With
a catalog of hundreds of guided tutorials available within Inventor, users have a large selection of multilingual resources to help them get up on their feet.
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Many tutorials are available. Users can create and share their own tutorials with other Inventor users. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

Users can also author their own guided tutorials using Inventor, such as for specific workflows within their company, to spread advice easily.
“It saves people from having to create a PDF and manage models and data separately,”
explained Jon den Hartog, senior product manager for Autodesk mechanical design. “It’s
all integrated [in Inventor] and accessible as long as you’re connected to the web.”
Inventor, as part of the Autodesk portfolio and one of the more senior products in this
group, benefits from schools including the software into their curriculums and teaching
it to students, either those looking for their first jobs or those retraining for new ones.
However, unlike some other CAD programs, Inventor only has a single default interface
available for all users, from novice to pro. That said, it’s a Windows ribbon-style UI that
should be pretty familiar to most users, and can be customized. “You can control what’s
visible, so if you want to simplify the UI and then deploy that configuration to a lot of
users, you can do that,” den Hartog said. “But out of the box, it starts off the same for everybody.”
Matt Bednara, design engineer and CAD administrator for Killark Manufacturing, spoke
very favorably about his company’s switch to Inventor from NX. Bednara said the transition was very easy to make, although it was helped along by a few days of live training
from their reseller.
Craig Breckenridge, lead designer for Dynamic Structures, also described the transition to
Inventor as smooth and straightforward. Coming from AutoCAD, Dynamic Structures also
underwent live training with a custom reseller course to make for an easier switch.
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MOBILITY

For proper editing, Inventor is limited to Windows operating systems, meaning you won’t
be able to touch up a CAD model on your iPhone. However, even though creating or editing models isn’t supported on iOS or Android, you can still share and view models on
those platforms.
Inventor View, available for free from Autodesk, lets anyone access Inventor models. No
Inventor license or knowledge is needed.
Inventor users can share what they are working on with other users on mobile devices
by using a “canvas” in Inventor and A360, an Autodesk online viewing and collaboration
product that is usable on mobile devices, Android or iOS. A canvas is a subpanel of the
screen in which a user can draw or animate a model. Strangely enough, A360 does not
appear to be included in the Inventor collection and costs $15 a month (or $120 per year).

Inventor models are viewable live and with with comment and markup capabilities through Autodesk A360, which is not part
of the Inventor collection. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

“So, I’m inside the Inventor canvas, and I’ve got this model, and let’s say I want to pass it
to a guy down in the shop or maybe to a supplier,” den Hartog said. “You’re able to lift the
graphic off the screen and share that viewable with them to get feedback. So, it pushes it
to the cloud, and then, at that point, they’re able to access it on any device.”
The viewable models support live views with comment and markup capabilities through
Autodesk A360.
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COLLABORATION

Animations can be created in Inventor’s “studio” environment using movie-like controls, so users can show how an assembly
goes together or how a mechanism will behave. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

In addition to being able to share views and markup for models quickly through the cloud,
Inventor provides an easy way to make and share video presentations with a timeline-like
editor. “This allows you to create videos showing either assembly sets or how something
actually functions,” den Hartog said. “So, here I’ve got an assembly and a timeline at the
bottom, which is sort of structured like a video editing timeline, only it’s controlling how
those parts come together in an assembly sequence.” Using this tool, users can create
videos or pictures to share ideas easily.
Another collaboration tool featured in Inventor is the ability to create 3D PDFs. “It uses a
technology called Anark, a highly regarded engine for generating 3D PDF data,” den Hartog explained. “You can take your Inventor model and generate a 3D PDF. The geometry
will be represented there, and you can do things like comment and mark up content.”
Also included in the 3D PDF file is a built-in STEP model. “If you’re collaborating with a shop
or another supplier, not only are they able to use it in any build of Acrobat reader, but they
also have the STEP right there,” den Hartog said. “So, it’s all contained in one data set.”

An Inventor-made 3D PDF. (Image courtesy of Autodesk).
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One of the most impressive capabilities available for Inventor is AnyCAD, a technology
created to simplify sharing of CAD data. AnyCAD was first introduced in Inventor 2016
and is able to translate one CAD format to another and to and from different versions of
the same software.
AnyCAD is a tool designed to allow users to aggregate data from multiple sources, according to den Hartog. AnyCAD covers 2D and 3D data sources from both Autodesk and
non-Autodesk sources, allowing engineers to shed their CAD interoperability concerns.
In addition, and unlike other translators, AnyCAD keeps tabs on the files being translated
to or from, so that if a change happens in the source model, it is changed in the translated
model. This creates a dynamic link between a SOLIDWORKS and an Inventor model, for
example, so if a portion of the SOLIDWORKS part is being used in an assembly, it stays
current. There is no need to re-import the part. AnyCAD, quite simply, may be one of the
biggest, if not the biggest, breakthroughs in CAD interoperability.

AnyCAD technology can bring in parts from various CAD packages. Only Onshape is missing. It can also translate between
different versions of the same software. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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A part created in SOLIDWORKS (left) is inserted into an Inventor assembly using Autodesk’s AnyCAD technology. Should the
SOLIDWORKS part change, the Inventor assembly will automatically update. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

“Let’s say I’ve got this brake pedal assembly coming in from SOLIDWORKS,” den Hartog
said. “I can reference it in Inventor, and I not only have the geometry, but also the material,
the finishes and other metadata associated with it. I can put it in the assembly. I can see
how it integrates within the assembly. Now, let’s say a SOLIDWORKS user changes it. Once
they do, Inventor is aware of that change, and it flags that an update is available. You don’t
have to reimport it. It’s aware of those changes.”
In addition to supporting external CAD formats, AnyCAD also futureproofs your Inventor
CAD models by making past and present versions compatible. “This allows you to pass
data from a future version of Inventor to an older version and reference it in the same
way. So, a person using the 2018 version of Inventor could still exchange data with people
that are collaborators or are in their supply chain using older versions. It’s all associatively
linked.”
An Inventor user since 2003, Breckenridge said the collaboration tools in the program
have been steadily improving. The updates to Inventor 2018 provide Dynamic Structures
with a satisfactory collaboration toolset, according to Breckenridge.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Inventor has embedded CAM capabilities in the form of a long-standing CAM tool called
HSM. Autodesk acquired HSMWorks Technology, a name that stands for “high-speed machining”, in a deal announced in 2012, when the company was actually best known for a
CAM add-on deeply integrated in SOLIDWORKS. The add-on used to cost around $10,000
before the acquisition, but now it is included in—and only in—the Product Design & Manufacturing Collection for Inventor users.
SOLIDWORKS users can still get HSM in a plugin called HSMXpress. It’s free for 2.5-axis
milling and drilling, but full ability with more axes and turning will cost a little over $4,000.
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“It’s alongside all the other tools that are there in Inventor,” den Hartog said. “So, you enter the CAM environment and go into the tooling setup. You pick your tool and your machining strategy, and it basically sets up the entire process. It’s full 5-axis CAM that’s now
available with the Product Design & Manufacturing Collection.”

Pull down the CAM tab in the Inventor interface and get access to a full-feature CAM program, powered by HSMWorks Technology, acquired by Autodesk. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

Full 5-axis machining is possible from within the Inventor interface. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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Inventor also offers additive manufacturing with an integrated 3D printing environment.
This environment allows you to see the volume of your printer, adjust orientation and
even split apart a model to fit in tighter printers. According to Breckenridge, the additive
tools in Inventor are seamless and easy to use.
Splitting a part to fit a printer’s build volume is accomplished in the 3D printing environment by cutting along a plane similar to solid modeling commands, but the 3D printing
environment adds posts and holes to aid in reassembling the parts.

The 3D print environment shows a short list of available 3D printers, but there is the ability to add custom 3D printers. An
Inventor part brought into the 3D print environment shows it not fitting in the build volume. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

A part is re-oriented in the 3D print environment to fit the build volume. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
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“This environment is designed to help you with position, orientation and any kind of segmenting that you might want to do,” den Hartog said. “Let’s say you’re working on a printer and you know that your part is too large. You’re able to partition it so it will fit within
your printer. And the nice thing is that whenever the design changes, it will automatically
update. You don’t have to redo all that work.” The 3D print environment contains a library
of 3D printers, and selecting one will show your part inside its build volume. If a 3D printer
is not listed, a custom 3D printer can be created.

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

All you could simulate in Nastran is now available in the Inventor collection, thanks to Autodesk’s acquisition of NEi Nastran.
(Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

The Product Design & Manufacturing Collection comes packaged with a full Nastran solver
so you can run many different analyses on your CAD models. Analysis capabilities include:

• Stress and deflection, linear and nonlinear
• Buckling
• Heat transfer, linear and nonlinear
• Shock and vibration with random response, frequency response and linear and nonlinear transient response, impact and drop tests

• Nonlinear and hyperealistic materials
• Fatigue
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Full analysis capabilities available from the Inventor interface. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

“Basically, you get the full power of the Nastran solver available within the Inventor interface,” den Hartog said. In addition to Nastran, there’s a dedicated CFD solver available for
simulations as a product separate from the Product Design & Manufacturing Collection..
Nastran, a major-league finite element analysis solver, was acquired by Autodesk in 2014,
and the move brought much credibility to Autodesk, establishing it firmly as a simulation
company. Developed initially by NASA, Nastran code was commercialized by several vendors, including NEi and MSC Software.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

“Let’s say I’ve got this part—a frame on a conveyor assembly,” den Hartog said. “And what
I want to do is lightweight it, like if I’m working on a machine where vibration and/or
deflection are critical. And if I operate at a high speed, I want to reduce the amount of
material as much as possible.”
To help with this task, Inventor offers Nastran-based shape optimization, which will analyze a model and determine how much material can safely be removed from the design.
Multiple analyses can even be run in parallel in the cloud, according to den Hartog.
“In the part modeling portion of Inventor, near the top, is what we call Shape Generator,”
den Hartog said. “It’s intended to be accessible to someone who’s designing parts—something they would use very early on in the process to help guide them.”
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Shape optimization will take an initial geometry (shown in gray) and, using Nastran, find
the elements of least stress and eliminate them. The optimized shape is shown inside the
initial shape, where it can be used to modify the initial part with solid modeling operations. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)
Clicking on Shape Generator prompts the user to answer a number of questions about
the part, such as the material it’s made of, where it’s held fixed, where it’s loaded and the
like. Users can also specify to preserve regions in areas where they don’t want any material removed.
After completing the analysis, Shape Generator outputs the optimized result. Like many
CAD generative functions, the output does not result in a smooth shape. Engineers will
use the optimized shape as a guide to modify the initial part, creating sketch geometry
and ordinary solid modeling operations, according to den Hartog.

PRICING

Autodesk regrouped products in 2016 as “Collections.” One of these collections, the Product Design and Manufacturing Collection, includes Inventor along with a host of other
Autodesk software. This additional software extends the Collection’s capability beyond
modeling, including tools to simulate and manufacture.

• For design: Inventor Professional and Fusion 360, AutoCAD, AutoCAD Mechanical,
ReCap Pro

• For simulation: Nastran In-CAD
• For manufacturing: Inventor HSM, HSMWorks and Factory Design Utilities
• For electrical: AutoCAD Electrical
• In addition: 3ds Max (animation, visualization), Autodesk Rendering, AutoCAD Architecture, Navisworks Manage, Vault Basic, AutoCAD Mobile
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All told, the Collection is a broad, versatile set of robust tools for anyone doing mechanical design that is being made available at a bargain price. The entire collection can be
had for $310 a month, if you get it monthly, but drops by a third to $205 a month, if you
get it for the full year ($2,460 annual cost). If you were to get Autodesk Inventor by itself,
you’d pay $1,890. So, for only $570 more, you get access to software worth thousands of
dollars. 3ds Max is $1,470 a year.
Some of the tools mentioned above are only available now through Collections, such as
Nastran In-CAD, Inventor HSM and AutoCAD Electrical.
Autodesk is taking a cue from Microsoft, which owns the most common office software,
Word and Excel. By setting the price of the Office bundle to less than the sum of each
software bought individually, and throwing in everything else a user might want to use
(Outlook, Access, etc.), Microsoft Office quickly became and remains a fixture in most
business computers.
Autodesk, with the Product Design & Manufacturing Collection, makes a similarly compelling case as does Microsoft with Office. For only a little more money, all sorts of applications are available, not just vitally needed ones, such as simulation and manufacturing, but horizon-broadening applications. Why not get into electrical design when
the need arises? AutoCAD Electrical is available separately for $1,570 a year, which may
have made a mechanical engineer balk. But having it already in the bundle makes electrical design suddenly quite available. The software for it is right there—no additional
purchase orders needed.
According to Bednara, the price of Inventor was a driving force behind Killark’s decision
to switch to Inventor. Compared to NX, Inventor gives the company much more functionality for less cost per user. Breckenridge, too, described Inventor (in the Collection)
as “considerably cheaper than everyone else.” This praise seems to indicate that Autodesk is on the right track with its Collections concept.
While the software in the Collection is mostly individual programs, each with their own
interface and data format, there is a concerted attempt by Autodesk to make the software packages behave similarly, even work within the Inventor interface, and easily
share data.
Autodesk stopped with perpetual licenses for Inventor, as with all desktop applications,
in favor of a variety of subscription terms, including monthly, yearly or three-year terms.
“It’s a different way of thinking,” den Hartog said of the Collection bundle, comparing
its many offerings to Amazon Prime. “I think people used to do the calculation: ‘If I’m
only using like two products, why would I pay for all of these?’ But it’s a different kind of
model. We’re not expecting people to use everything, but it’s all there.”
For students and educators, Autodesk offers a number of products—including Inventor
and the Collection—free for three years, with no watermarks or other limitations.

MAINTENANCE

Autodesk offers a desktop app that informs users of all Autodesk updates when they’re
available and provides a centralized console for downloading those updates. It’s similar to
the Apple App Store, as updates are available to all users, but it is up to the user to initiate
the update.
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The update window in the Inventor collection shows all of the products for which an update is available. (Image courtesy of Autodesk.)

MECHATRONICS

Included in the Collection is AutoCAD Electrical, which is linked with Inventor to synchronize mechanical and electrical designs. According to den Hartog, Electrical is widely used
for 2D layout and harness designs, while Inventor takes care of 3D routing. Because of a
common part library between them, schematic designs in AutoCAD Electrical are captured physically in Inventor.

IOT

Neither Inventor nor the Collection offer anything in the way of specific IoT features, however, as many IoT components are electrical, they can e added to a design using AutoCAD
Electrical. Also, as many IoT components are electrical, they can be added a design using
AutoCAD Electrical.

GREEN DESIGN

To help engineers create the most environmentally-friendly design, Inventor comes packaged with a feature called Eco Materials Adviser. “It allows you to take a look at an assembly,” den Hartog said. “It identifies any hazardous materials that might be contained,
and it allows you to assess your material collection with an environmental stewardship
perspective. So, things like CO2 associated with the materials you’re using and recycled
content percentage—that’s all accounted for.”
The Eco Materials Adviser is based on the Granta Design database. With it, you can account for the following environmental aspects of a part:

• Energy usage
• CO2 footprint
• Water usage
• Estimated raw material cost
• European Restriction on Hazardous Substances (RoHS)
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• End-of-life impact

The Eco Materials Adviser module used from the Inventor interface is based on the Granta Design database. (Image courtesy
of Autodesk.)
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ONSHAPE
Company

Onshape

First Launched

2015

Operating System

Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android

Supported Browsers

Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari
Opera (desktop versions)

Cost

Perpetual License (Estimated)

Monthly

Onshape Public

N/A

Free

Onshape Professional

N/A

$125

Mecsoft’s VisualCAM

$1500 down and $300/yr maintenance

)free in beta(

SimScale for simulation

$200

Onshape is the newest of all CAD programs in this report. It operates from a browser, from which you operate the program on
an application server on the cloud. It is designed to run on mobile devices but can be used on desktop workstations. (Image
courtesy of Onshape.)
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EASE-OF-USE

Onshape has several instructor-led courses available online. For beginners, “Bootcamp” is eight hours of training. Cost: $500.
(Image courtesy of Onshape.)

Onshape offers a number of ways that users, both new to CAD or switching from other
CAD programs, can familiarize themselves with the program. The most intense of these is
what’s called Onshape Bootcamp, which is a live, instructor-led online class that runs for
two hours a day over four days.
“That in total is eight hours of instruction that will get most people up and running,” said
Onshape team member Philip Thomas. “They won’t be experts, but they won’t be struggling. And this is the main vehicle for transitioning to Onshape.”
Beyond Bootcamp, Onshape offers three instructor-led courses, such as one focusing on
designing with sheet metal. According to Thomas, the company plans to add more of
these instructor-led courses in the future.
While the instructor-led courses come with a price tag (Bootcamp: $500, Sheet Metal:
$150 and Top-Down Design: $250), Onshape also offers free access to self-paced courses
covering particular aspects of the software, such as sketching. Also available are what
Onshape calls technical briefings, which are advanced-level discussions of specific topics
such as drawing templates or creating exploded views.
One gets the impression that Onshape expects most users to be able to pick up the program and start using it, calling on available online resources if needed. The program does
indeed further the notion of ease of use, being used on tablets and smartphones, with
just fingertips on touchscreens, responding quickly to zoom and pan commands.
A particularly handy feature of Onshape is that support is built directly into the software.
Users can leave feedback and request support right from the CAD interface, a feature that
Katzman says is unique to Onshape.
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Feedback and support is built directly into the Onshape interface. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)

Also contributing to ease of use is Onshape’s setup: Most of the time there isn’t one.
That is, there is no installation as long as you are using a desktop version of compatible
browsers. For use on iPhone, iPad and Android mobile devices, there is a download and
installation.
Otherwise, users simply sign on to get an Onshape account and can use the CAD program
immediately. Unlike every other CAD program (for professional use) in the world, there is
not even a download or installation. The program runs on servers in the cloud, not on a
user’s local device. (Using a CAD program in the cloud does have a downside, however, in
that, without an Internet connection, the CAD program simply cannot be used at all. See
“Connectivity—the Achilles Heel of Onshape.”)

Onshape can be set up with mouse commands in order to emulate AutoCAD, SOLIDWORKS, Siemens NX and Creo. Missing
are Fusion 360, Inventor and Solid Edge. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)
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In addition, users have a fair amount of flexibility to personalize their Onshape experience.
“One of the things that we point new users to immediately is the ability to customize the
experience,” Thomas said. “If I go to my preferences, in addition to setting up what users
are familiar with, like the units and the number of decimal places, one of the things that
we have people do immediately is set up Onshape to the system that they’re most familiar with—especially in environments with users using two CAD systems. It’s nice to be able
to set the mouse functionality to be the same as the system they’re using so that there’s
no learning curve.”
Bruce Bartlett, who uses Onshape for his contracting business, Bruce Bartlett Designs,
affirmed that the software is easy to use, pointing out that sketching in Onshape is very
intuitive. However, Bartlett added the caveat that data management in Onshape can be
a bit difficult to grasp, especially for users used to a file-based system. Another Onshape
user, the CEO of a medical robotics startup who wished to remain anonymous, had no
difficulties with the database-based system, so mileage may vary.

MOBILITY

Onshape was conceived to work in a web browser so it is no surprise that it offers what is
the best mobile experience of any CAD system tested here. Creating shapes, editing, viewing—it all just works on every mobile device from smartphones (iOS and Android) to tablets
to PCs and workstations. For PCs and workstations, if your browser can run on it, so can
Onshape. For native iOS (iPhone and iPads) and Android apps, users download a complete
full-featured editor, unlike the typical view-only apps found in many other CAD systems.
According to Thomas, users are taking full advantage of Onshape’s mobile offerings. “One
in six sessions of Onshape is done on mobile,” he explained. “I’ve seen people use their
iPad as their document manager, leaned up against their desk. They’re manipulating
metadata on their iPad, and they’re working on their computer screen for the geometry.”
Furthermore, Onshape has optimized its mobile applications for touch, 3D touch and
stylus workflows, taking full advantage of the available platforms. The medical robotics
Onshape user we spoke to, who often uses Onshape on his iPhone and iPad, lamented
the fact that he doesn’t have an iPad Pro—entirely because of the Apple Pencil support in
Onshape.

The iPad Pro with the Apple Pencil seem to be made for Onshape use. Onshape takes advantage of the touch sensitivity of
the pencil. You can press hard to zoom in, for example. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)
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“We use 3D touch differently than anybody has ever done,” explained David Katzman,
head of Onshape Technical Services. “We’ve also done the same thing with the Apple
Pencil, to enable unique capabilities. You can press hard to zoom in, and it allows you to
select very fine detail. And then it will zoom back out for you. Things like that are unique
to us. We also created two-handed workflows. We’re very proud of our touch and other
interfaces to create a better experience for our users.”

COLLABORATION
ß

Collaborating on a design with Onshape is done by emailing someone and giving them rights. They can view, edit and/or
share the design. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)

The ability for users to collaborate on a design simultaneously, regardless of their location, is built into Onshape and requires no extra commands or tools. Any user that logs
into a design has access to it and is able to interact with it as much and as long as they
want. Users send an email to their collaborators and, at the same time, assign them
various privileges. They can view only, share with others or edit the design. Rights can
be changed by the owner of the design. Should an owner need to stop access to a design, they can completely revoke all access.
Access and collaboration simultaneously by multiple users will be a different way to
work, even unwelcome, for traditional CAD users (who will most likely decide not
to share) used to working linearly and independently. However, this method will be
perfectly natural to younger users, including those who have grown up with and are
accustomed to cloud-based tools such as Dropbox and Google documents, where real-time sharing and granting of rights in this manner is practiced. In fact, for the medical robotics Onshape user, cloud-based collaboration is “the single biggest advantage
to Onshape.”
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Users can open a chat window for real-time communication when they are collaborating on a design. (Image courtesy of
Onshape.)

The collaboration tools available in Onshape are second to none, according to Thomas
and Katzman. Users can share their design data within and outside their organization,
with granular control over what collaborators can and can’t do with the data.
“Sharing is far more secure and granular than emailing a document to somebody,” Thomas explained. “For instance, if I share it with David Katzman, I get to choose whether he
can edit or view it. Imagine he’s a contractor, and I don’t want to give him edit permissions, because I want to make sure that he can’t copy my data. I can set it so he can’t link
to it, he can’t export it and he can’t share it with a third party. He can comment, but he
certainly can’t delete it. So, it’s become a shared permission that allows me to interact
with David in a way that allows him to do the work, but I’m guaranteed that he does not
have any record of my IP during the engagement or afterwards. When I remove him from
the share, he no longer has access to the work that he was doing for me. This ability to
share completely separates Onshape from any other collaborative CAD environment.”
In addition to granular sharing capabilities, Onshape has tools for sharing design data for
specific teams within one’s organization. Similarly, these tools allow for different levels of
access and permission depending on the recipients.
“Any particular document may be shared with the company, or teams of people within
your organization,” Thomas said. “It’s a great way of disseminating the right data to the
right people. In traditional [product data management (PDM)], you have to go through a
lot of rigmarole in order to make sure that only the right people see the data. By creating
teams and specifying the right access for the team, it becomes very easy. If I share a document with engineers, they have edit rights. If I share a document with the manufacturing
team, it’s read only. That kind of thing.”
Katzman also praised the collaboration tools available with Onshape, suggesting they can
eliminate the need for many external tools. “When you think about what a PDM program
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does, Onshape alleviates a lot of the need for PDM systems and programs, because design
data management is built right into the CAD experience,” he said.
Lastly, because Onshape is database-based rather than file-based, it offers users a complete record of changes made to their documents. Users can easily restore and/or compare previous versions from themselves or anyone the data is shared with.
The database architecture also offers another huge benefit, Katzman pointed out. “There
is no save button,” he said, “which also means there’s no lost work and there’s no crashes.
And if you want to talk about things that really drive CAD users nuts and that they don’t
talk about because it’s scary, it’s usually lost work and crashes.”
Using a database to store part and assembly information is unlike the other CAD systems in this study. “CAD programs have used a file-based approach,” said John McEleney,
Onshape co-founder. A file lets in one user at a time. A file-based approach cannot take
place when true online collaboration is required, with multiple users in different locations
accessing a single design.
“But this is a problem that has been solved,” continued McEleney, referring to airlines and
banks as examples of industries that use up-to-date databases for multi-user access more
or less simultaneously.
“CAD programs need PDM systems to try to solve this problem but they are inherently
limited,” McEleney said, “because they only provide sequential access.”
“Can you imagine that with a bank?” McEleney asked. “They are not going to allow you to
withdraw your savings on one ATM, then run to another one and withdraw it again before
the bank can process the transaction.”

Users working simultaneously on a design have each created different versions, which Onshape manages with a “tree and
branch” structure and claims to “intelligently merge” following a design review. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)
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With Onshape, every user move is recorded as a transaction and recorded immediately.
This not only allows real-time collaboration among multiple users, it also allows backtracking and tracking of various versions and configurations.
For Bartlett, who often works with overseas partners, Onshape’s collaboration capabilities
are “brilliant.” With that said, Bartlett admits there’s room for improvement—he often goes
outside of Onshape to communicate with collaborators, using Skype or Hangouts, and
would love to see better communication tools built into Onshape.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Being the last to launch of all the CAD systems in this report, Onshape has had the least
time to extend its core capabilities beyond its CAD core. This is understandable as the first
order of the day was to make sure the CAD core worked, especially when so much of the
way it worked was unprecedented. CAD systems that matured earlier have had plenty
of time to develop extensive third-party partner communities (Autodesk Inventor and
SOLIDWORKS). Onshape only launched its App Store in 2015.
Further complicating partnership with Onshape is how far ahead of the curve Onshape
is as a browser/cloud-based application. Vendors that have been third-party add-ons
for other CAD programs find themselves unable to recast themselves as fully browser/
cloud-based and therefore are unable to provide a seamless interaction to Onshape users.
Seamless integrations can be found with the few apps that are classified as ‘integrated
cloud apps’, though these are few in number at the moment.

CAM manufacturing options in the Onshape App Store. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)
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Onshape offers extended functionality, such as CAM and simulation, with third-party addons through its App Store. Onshape provides no built-in manufacturing capability. There
are a variety of manufacturing apps that users can select from, depending on their needs.
“There are vendors who will let you price-shop for 3D printing, that will give you a quote
for different materials, that will give you the lead time,” Thomas said of additive manufacturing options. “It’s a bit like Travelocity for 3D printing services.”

Onshape’s partners for 3D print services. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)

Similarly, users will find CAM add-ons that provide features ranging from standard to advanced CAM functionality. While some of these add-ons are free, others have a cost, so if a
user is attracted to Onshape’s low monthly fee, users will need to keep in mind the likely
need to pay extra for extra functionality from the App Store.
In addition to App Store add-ons, Onshape users can also obtain extended functionality
through what Onshape calls custom features. These custom features can automate CAD
tasks based on Featurescript, Onshape’s own programming language. You won’t actually
have to write any code to use custom features though, as there’s an extensive library of
custom features built by Onshape and other users. For example, one custom feature is
the Ray Tracer, which simulates rays of light reflecting off and refracting through objects.
“Onshape is an open-source application,” Thomas said. “We have published every line of
code related to the features within Onshape. And anyone can publish a custom feature—
there are probably thousands of these out there.”

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

Just as with manufacturing, Onshape users have access to simulation capabilities through
Onshape’s App Store. Again, the available apps range from low-end to professional-grade,
allowing users to choose whatever app is suited to their purpose. For professional-grade
simulation capabilities, Thomas flags two apps in particular: SimScale and SIMSOLID.
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SimScale and SIMSOLID in the Onshape App Store. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)

“Both of these are cloud-based,” Thomas described. “SIMSOLID is unique in that it’s meshless design, so it performs meshless simulation. It works very well with large assemblies
with large numbers of contacts. SimScale is just full-on professional-grade wow. It’s
multi-physics, it’s statics, frequency, thermal, buckling, CFD, a thousand options.”
SimScale is a particularly appealing option, as it follows Onshape’s pricing model: It’s
completely free to use for public projects, but has a subscription cost for private use. Bartlett is a SimScale user, and while he’s happy with its CFD capabilities, he would prefer a
more integrated simulation experience.
App Store add-ons can take three forms in Onshape: integrated cloud apps, which are
fully integrated with the Onshape interface; connected cloud apps, which can be opened
in a separate window but aren’t directly integrated within Onshape; and connected desktop apps, which are desktop applications that can open Onshape data directly from the
cloud.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

For shape optimization, Onshape has no integrated solution but refers users to Frustum, a
start-up that offers a cloud-based product, Generate. Onshape users have to export their
model and enter forces and boundary conditions into Generate, which runs in the cloud
to create an optimized shape. Generate will output the geometry as an STL file that can
be imported into Onshape. Generate is available in the form of a free trial with two projects or a professional version for $100/month.

COST

One of Onshape’s most appealing features is its price, which for most users is zero. “Public
projects,” which Onshape calls those that can be seen by every other Onshape user, are
completely free, and users of free Onshape can have an unlimited number of projects
without limit to storage space either. Unlike other free versions of CAD programs, free On-
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shape is not a subset of paid Onshape. Non-paying users of Onshape get to do everything
paying users get to do. The unlimited project storage, which was initially only available
to paid users, is practically unheard of for cloud-based apps. Even Google and Dropbox
charge users as their storage requirements increase. In a statement issued by founder
Jon Hirschtick, the calculations being done to determine the size of allowable storage
were overtaxing the servers, so the limitation was removed. The major catch seems to be
a request by Onshape that users don’t do commercial work with it and that they cannot
guard their IP, since whatever they produce is visible and usable to other users. Individuals and companies that need to keep their designs proprietary will have to become paid
users.
Users of the free Onshape used to be able to keep 10 projects private, but that ability has
been removed.
Users who are trying out Onshape or who have limited or infrequent CAD needs will find
this option sufficient. Commercial users who want the ability to create private projects
require a subscription to Onshape Professional, which ends up with a cost of $125/month
(users must pay the $1,500 annually). This is a price increase from the $100/month Onshape charged for its Professional version when it was first launched and may signal that
the eventual price may be evolving.

Monthly
Onshape Public

$0

Onshape Professional

$125

According to the medical robotics Onshape user we spoke to, the low price was a driving
reason for his start-up to adopt Onshape. However, even when the company had enough
funds to consider other CAD packages, they ended up sticking with Onshape because of
its collaborative versioning tools.
Lastly, Onshape offers a free educational version of the software for students and educators. The Education plan doesn’t allow commercial use, but it does allow private projects,
which is an advantage over the Public plan.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance with Onshape? There just isn’t any. Onshape users will never have to worry
about updating the software; it is automatically updated. New features, bug fixes and
patches are all taken care of by Onshape. Onshape does updates typically every three
weeks or so. Cloud-based apps will also update automatically as updates are released.
There are no big annual updates as with traditional CAD programs, something Onshape
sees as a big advantage.
As the application is run on application servers, not on individual devices or computers,
Onshape is updated and revised for everyone who is accessing it. Every time a user logs
on, s/he will be on the latest version. You don’t even get an option, such as, “Do you want
to update?”
“To say it just happens is almost an understatement,” Katzman joked, before paraphrasing an Onshape customer’s appreciation for the seamless software maintenance: “‘After
Onshape, I don’t want to be in the business of managing CAD systems anymore, I want to
be in the business of managing CAD users.’”
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Bartlett, too, praised the seamlessness of Onshape updates: “It just works,” he said. “I’ve
never had anything break [from one version to the next].”
The one hiccup in Onshape’s maintenance is subtle, but annoying: according to the medical robotics Onshape user, only the main workspace (in other words, the main branch on
the version tree) will update automatically, opening the door to some potential merging
errors. While a quick ticket with Onshape support can fix the issue, the user described this
problem as “basically my only grievance with Onshape.”

MECHATRONICS

As with manufacturing and simulation capabilities, Onshape offers electrical functionality
through the third-party App Store. (Image courtesy of Onshape.)

IOT

Onshape does not currently offer any specific Internet of Things (IoT) functionality.

GREEN DESIGN

Onshape does not currently offer any tools or third-party applications for green design.
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SOLID EDGE
Company

Siemens PLM

First Launched

1995

Operating System

Windows

Cost

Perpetual License
)estimated(

Monthly

Design and Drafting

$2,117

$75

Solid Edge Foundation

$4,239

$185

Solid Edge Classic

$5,830

$230

Solid Edge Premium

$8,376

$329

EASE-OF-USE

Solid Edge may be the easiest of all mainstream desktop MCAD products to just pick up
and use. With its marching menus and pre-set user expertise levels, Solid Edge sets the
bar in user-friendliness. While no MCAD product can be used immediately and productively by a total CAD novice, Solid Edge comes close.
According to Dan Staples, vice president of mainstream engineering at Siemens PLM, this
is largely due to the use of Synchronous Technology, a proprietary combination of parametric and direct modeling.
Ricardo Espinosa, R&D engineering manager for Indiana-based furniture manufacturer
Kimball International, agreed. “It’s also the most powerful system,” he added. Espinosa
supports over one hundred Solid Edge users who design furniture. He is a 14-year veteran
of Solid Edge and has also used SOLIDWORKS.

UI options in Solid Edge. (Image courtesy of Siemens).
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Users can choose from four levels of assistance. Maximum Assistance offers the most
handholding—for a rank beginner new to CAD and Solid Edge—and verbose prompting
and guidance on every command. Maximum Workspace is the setting for the day-in,
day-out, veteran Solid Edge user and minimizes onscreen assistance. This user is familiar with the commands and how they work and is able to work with the tools and
commands available in a minimalist interface across the top of the screen. In between
these two ends of the spectrum are the default Balanced and Some Assistance modes.
“Few of our new users are entirely new to CAD,” Staples said. “Most engineers in the industry have had some CAD experience like SOLIDWORKS or Pro/ENGINEER. In schools,
however, we do get first-time CAD users. But many of them, like middle-schoolers,
have been able to pick up Solid Edge without having to take classes.”
Solid Edge also offers online training tutorials for free, grouping them according to
three user personas:

• New to CAD
• SOLIDWORKS Users
• Transitioning to Synchronous, for users new to the company’s Synchronous Technology (explained later)

Users also can sign up for instructor-led classroom training at various resellers. It should
be noted that the company’s reseller network is not as robust as either Autodesk or
SOLIDWORKS, so this would provide fewer classroom training options.
Perhaps with that in mind, Solid Edge’s in-program assistance and online training options are intended to be sufficient so that users should not have to attend class. This
also fits the current workstyle of modern engineers, who tend to eschew formal training and live user meetings, preferring education by YouTube and answers by Google.
No review of Solid Edge would be complete without mention of Synchronous Technology, a set of enhancements and capabilities added to the base solid modeling programs. Is Synchronous Technology something that a new user must learn in addition
to Solid Edge?
“Synchronous Technology makes Solid Edge infinitely easier if you are coming from
a background of no CAD because Synchronous Technology does away with having
to deal with the model history,” Staples said. “Most MCAD programs, including [Solid
Edge] for the first 15 years, have been history-based, so those that have been using
CAD are very familiar with it and know how to use it. However, that concept is completely foreign to someone learning CAD for the first time. Those that have learned to
use Solid Edge with Synchronous Technology—which frees users from the confines of
history-based modeling—feel it is a chore to learn other, history-based, programs.”
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How might one change from the car jack on the left to the one on the right? Most CAD users would start from scratch. Solid
Edge shows how its Synchronous Technology allows users push, pull and change parameters to go from one to another in a
few minutes. See video on YouTube: https://youtu.be/Gi5mFDPXZow. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)

He stated a case for Synchronous Technology making the entire design process easier:
“Engineering by its nature is non-linear,” Staples said. “When you don’t have to worry
about breaking the history tree, suddenly you can iterate more, and your designs become
better. Synchronous Technology can change a part without regard to the history, so users
can be spared of learning how to manage a history tree for modifications.”
Also, Synchronous Technology will recognize features in imported parts, letting users redesign or reuse existing parts made with legacy CAD systems or models imported from
other CAD programs. He points to a video modifying a jack stand with a square post on
a base to one with a round column. Most users would start over. However, someone who
understands Synchronous Technology can work with the existing design and change it in
less time than it would take to start from scratch.
But Synchronous Technology doesn’t make all things easier. Synchronous Technology,
while very valuable, is not for all applications, according to Espinosa. “Synchronous Technology is not so useful with non-straight-brake sheet metal or for surfaces,” he said. “We
don’t use Synchronous Technology for either of those applications.”

MOBILITY

Solid Edge works exclusively on Microsoft Windows, so mobile devices on which it can be
used are limited to the few portable PCs running Windows, such as the Microsoft Surface
Pro or Lenovo Yoga. You cannot use Solid Edge for design on Android or iOS tablets and
smartphones, but it offers native viewers on both these platforms
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Solid Edge’s use of iPhones, iPads and mobile Android devices is limited to viewing. Changing and creating new models must
be done on Window-based machines. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)

Aligning itself so closely with Windows comes at a mobility cost for Solid Edge. The Windows
operating systems for smartphones and tablets—creatively called Windows Phone—was never
popular, achieving a three percent market share at its height in 2013, according to market
research firm Gartner. Microsoft discontinued support for its mobile OS, putting it out of its
misery earlier this year. Mobility platforms are a two-horse race, with Android having 84 percent of the market and Apple’s iOS having the rest.
Not having a program that runs on Android or iOS limits Solid Edge users only being able to
view on phones and tablets. Users can download apps on their mobile devices to view Solid
Edge models, but cannot modify them or create new ones.
However, Solid Edge was one of the first MCAD programs to show itself being used on the
Microsoft Surface Pro, and being an early adopter has given Solid Edge a chance to improve
the touch and pen interface of the device, according to Staples.
Early versions of CAD on the Surface Pro made no distinction between the finger and pen,
according to Staples. Now selection and drawing are done with the pen and view commands
are done with the fingers.

Solid Edge uses Siemens’ Catchbook technology to “straighten out” sketched geometry, shown here on a Microsoft Surface
tablet and pen. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)
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Also, drawing with a pen can produce less than perfect shapes. Lines can be squiggly.
Circles can be noncircular, or not closed, and they will be corrected. Siemens claims an
advantage with being able to guess what the user is trying to draw and changing what
is being imperfectly sketched to its perfect counterpart using its Catchbook technology.
If you want to just try Solid Edge and not have to download it, you can use a cloud-based
version of it, free, for up to 45 days. See “Siemens’ Solid Edge Debuts Trials in the Cloud”
on ENGINEERING.com.
While the Solid Edge application itself does not run on the cloud, Solid Edge is cloud-enabled in the following manner:

• License management. A Solid Edge user can install Solid Edge on several Win-

dows-based computers, such as at work and at home, and use only one license
because the license is kept on the cloud.

• Customization of the program, menu options, user settings and defaults can also

follow the user wherever Solid Edge is being used because those also are stored on
the cloud.

• Maintenance updates.
• Users can store their models on cloud-based storage services such as Dropbox, Box
and Microsoft’s OneDrive. Unlike other CAD programs, Solid Edge allows users to
implement PDM along with this and does file locking across the WAN.

• Solid Edge Portal is a cloud-based storage service currently in beta that Siemens is
offering users to store their models. (See more on that below.) The portal incorporates viewers—Solid Edge and 10+ other CAD formats—and lets users assign varying
access rights when they share models, indicating some PDM functions.

“We are quite different from other systems here in two regards,” Staples added. “Our
built-in data management works exceptionally well with these tools. With other vendors,
if you want to do PDM, you cannot use Dropbox. You have to choose either fast search
or Dropbox. Not true with Solid Edge. We are the only vendor that lets you do PDM with
Dropbox.”
“Also, we do WAN-based file locking,” Staples said. “When you open a Dropbox file for
‘write’ in China, for example, we lock it for ‘write’ in China. No other company does this,
except Kenesto.”

COLLABORATION

Solid Edge contains no tools to communicate with other users within the interface, such
as chatting or markup. There are plenty of tools available for that already—users already
have Slack, Skype, etc.—and no reasons to invent another or embed it in Solid Edge, according to Staples.
Solid Edge favors “asynchronous” collaboration, which Staples calls what traditionally
happens, in which sequential and orderly change of a part might take place as it is accessed by one engineer after another. For that, only access to the same file—done with
cloud-based storage—is required.
The ability for multiple users to see the same model at the same time and make changes
to it just isn’t going to work, according to Staples, who downplayed the need for more
than one user viewing and working on a CAD model at the same time. “Synchronous col-
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laboration,” as he calls it, would be too confusing, even “extraordinarily annoying.” And his
users agree, he noted.
However, the most important collaboration happens with users and their customers and
vendors. Solid Edge’s answer for that is the Solid Edge Portal, a cloud-based storage service currently in beta. It can be used to store the models users intend to share. They can
assign to the models varying rights and privileges. For example, the model geometry can
be hidden when IP needs to be protected, limiting customers to PDF access. The Portal incorporates viewers for Solid Edge and other CAD formats. Since it is browser-based, it can
be accessed on iOS and Android devices making it usable on all tablets and smartphones.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Solid Edge Premium seems to not have any built in CAM. Users are encouraged to get
CAM Express, a 5-axis CAM module by Siemens that has its own interface and integrates
with Solid Edge. Siemens has applied its considerable history (40 years) in manufacturing
experience to CAM Express, making it the industry standard, according to Staples. CAM
Express is available at an extra cost, which was not available at the time of this writing. It
is available from reseller partners. In general, CAM products are more expensive than CAD.

Solid Edge uses CAM Express, a version of NX CAM, a separate program with its own interface, for subtractive manufacturing.
(Image courtesy of Siemens.)

While the robustness of CAM Express is not in question, the ease of use for the NX-based
CAM program may be an issue. CAM applications call on a knowledge of machinists’
terms and experience that designers and engineers cannot be expected to have. Also, NX,
which was developed for UNIX-based workstations, has a reputation for being harder to
pick up compared to CAM programs developed for Windows-based PCs. For the modern
engineer looking to push a button to get a part made, a robust and dedicated CAM software may seem daunting.
While push-button parts from the CAD system are not around the corner with subtractive manufacturing, it is well within sight for additive. Solid Edge is aligned with several
national 3D printing services—3YOURMIND, Materialise, Shapeways and more—and has
built in an interface that will let users compare prices and send the model directly to the
service of their choice from within Solid Edge. Users choose what service is the best by
seeing the cost and delivery time on the screen.
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Go directly to 3D printing services from within Solid Edge, knowing prices and delivery times. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)

The CAD user is spared from being a 3D printing expert with these services. They don’t
have to add supports, for example.
“The services handle it all,” Staples said. “They may make suggestions, such as a part is too
thin here, for example, but that’s it. And the part gets delivered to your door.”

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

Figure 6 - Solid Edge uses versions of robust CAE modelers and solvers available in Siemens NX. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)

For simulation, Solid Edge has the advantage of robust simulation tools for its enterprise
software from NX that it can draw upon.
“Femap is the best in the world for pre- and post-processing, and Nastran is the standard
for solvers,” Staples said. Both are included in Solid Edge Premium.
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Staples knows no other CAD package that offers more simulation functionality than what
is offered with Solid Edge Premium, including:

• Stress and deflection
• Vibration, mode shapes
• Buckling
• Heat transfer
• Parametric
• Optimization
Fluid flow is extra and must be purchased separately, but comes to the latest edition of
Solid Edge due to the recent $4.5 billion acquisition of Mentor Graphics by parent company, Siemens. Mentor is a large Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software vendor
which, as a sideline, developed its own CFD program called FloEFD.
But for those whom simulation is not in everyday use, a robust simulation tool could be
daunting, scarier in its presence than its absence. Solid Edge mitigates some of this concern by allowing users to stay inside the Solid Edge interface with which they are familiar.

DESIGN SYNTHESIS

Solid Edge optimization begins with the shape above (dark gray bounding volume), which is not to be exceeded, and the
“preserved regions,” i.e., holes in the shape. It then reduces the shape, removing material where it is not needed, thereby optimizing it for material, weight and cost. Not shown are the forces acting on the part that are taken into consideration by an
internal stress solver. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)
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What isn’t there isn’t necessary, according to the optimization program. (Image courtesy of Siemens.)

Solid Edge has access to generative design, perhaps the best in the business, according
to Staples, because it can optimize shapes that are smooth. Most other generative design algorithms create lumpy parts that must get “cleaned up” using CAD operations, a
time-consuming task.
Even though Solid Edge uses a finite element approach, and, to put it simplistically, removes an element that sees no stress, it is smoothed afterwards. “The other systems cannot create a smooth result,” Staples said. “Only NX [powered by Frustum].” This refers to a
generative design plug-in for Solid Edge developed by Siemens partner, Frustum.
Solid Edge Generative Design lets users define “no-go” regions, or preserved regions, which
remain unchanged, and a design volume, or envelope, which the part cannot grow out of.
The user applies forces and constraints, in the same way as a stress analysis.
“A first pass can give a roughly optimized shape in two to 10 minutes,” Staples said. “Then,
if you like the shape the software is creating, you can let it crank away. Let it run over
lunch or a couple of hours and you will get a nice, smooth shape.”
The attention to detail—and resulting smoothness—is controlled with a slider bar.
While you get to see what the part can look like with Solid Edge Generative Design, included in Solid Edge Classic and Premium packages, if you want to work with the model
and take it to the next step (manufacturing) you have to buy Generative Design Pro, which
costs extra. Prices are available from reseller partners.
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PRICING

Solid Edge is offered both as perpetual license or on term licensing. Perpetual pricing is not
published, but term licensing can be found on the website and is shown in the summary
table.
Of all the mainstream CAD packages, Solid Edge may be the most accessible for the various
ways it can be acquired for little cost.
A promotion to get the first month for $1 was running at the time of this writing.
Students can get Solid Edge for free. Siemens uses “student” very loosely, and it can range
from a professor doing research in a university to a tinkerer making whirligigs in their garage.
Users in startups can get Solid Edge for free, thanks to a recent program started by Siemens.
Local Motors’ Launch Forth program members, which attempts to create a professional
marketplace for projects and engineers, can also get Solid Edge for free.
What’s to stop everybody from acquiring the student version? Every model made with the
free editions includes a watermark on the drawing. The professional editions cannot open
free-edition Solid Edge files.
Most individuals and small companies will opt to get Solid Edge on term pricing. Larger
firms usually get perpetual pricing.
“They can afford the $5,000 to $10,000 [perpetual licensing costs],” Staples said.

MAINTENANCE

Solid Edge maintenance is traditional, with a twist. It has big annual upgrades, but patches
are administered painlessly using the cloud.
Annual upgrade cost is included with the maintenance agreement, but users are left to
install it themselves.

MECHATRONICS

Solid Edge is primarily focused on 3D tools for wire harnesses. These tools are built into
Solid Edge Premium and can be purchased separately. They enable functions such as auto-routing, populating wires with colors and diameters, routing through clips, and so on.
However, Solid Edge relies on a third-party add-on made by TLDI to bring PCB designs into
Solid Edge.
Staples said to stay tuned for forthcoming electrical features, hinting that Siemens’ recent
purchase of Mentor Graphics will see more 2D mechatronics tools integrated into Solid
Edge in the not-too-distant future.

IOT

Solid Edge doesn’t have too much in the way of IoT features, according to Staples, who noted
that that domain is already well-handled by Siemens’ other IoT offerings. These include the
cloud-based IoT operating system MindSphere and recent purchase of Polarion, an Application Lifecycle Management company focused on managing IoT device software. “I think there
are CAD vendors who have so much IoT that they forget to do CAD,” Staples joked.
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GREEN DESIGN

Solid Edge, like Autodesk Inventor, relies on EcoDesigner, an add-on developed by Trayak,
to assess the sustainability of the parts it designs. EcoDesigner estimates the environmental impact of different materials and manufacturing choices and gives results in terms of
a carbon footprint.
Lifecycle analysis software, including EcoDesigner, does not, however, determine the CO2
footprint caused by shipping, which can actually be bigger than all other factors, according to Staples.
“A part can have a lower CO2 footprint because of its optimized shape, making for less
weight or better packing, both of which mean less CO2 is generated in the shipping process,” Staples said.
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SOLIDWORKS
Company

Dassault Systèmes

First Launched

1995

Operating System

Windows

Cost

Perpetual License

Month 12
Licensing

SOLIDWORKS Standard

$3,995

$2,700

SOLIDWORKS Professional

$5,490

$3,600

SOLIDWORKS Premium

$7,995

$4,825

5 Axis CAM (CAMworks or equivalent)

)estimated( $10,000

SOLIDWORKS launched its first product of the same name in 1995. It quickly became
the most popular professional MCAD program on the market, and is still the one that
all others are compared to. It offered a Windows-based, less expensive version of parametric modelers pioneered by PTC with Pro/ENGINEER (now Creo).
After each annual revision added more features and capabilities, SOLIDWORKS has become the speeding train that is hard to catch. However, along with longevity has come
layers of legacy code, a complexity of operation, and the pressure from an existing user
base that is reluctant to make big fixes. Can SOLIDWORKS keep up with nimbler and
cheaper CAD programs built like other software and apps that users have grown up
with?

EASE-OF-USE

First to greet the user is this “Welcome” screen, which was first introduced in SOLIDWORKS 2018. (Image courtesy of Javelin Technologies.)
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SOLIDWORKS has a number of options to help new users get accustomed to the software.
In the recent 2018 release, SOLIDWORKS introduced a “Welcome” screen. It’s something
like an introduction, according to Craig Therrien, senior product portfolio manager for
SOLIDWORKS. “It’s kind of a nice lead-in to using the software, especially if you’re not familiar with SOLIDWORKS,” Therrien explained.

The CommandManager in SOLIDWORKS is a context-sensitive toolbar. Here is part of the Sketch toolbar, which can be customized by the user. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

One of the most helpful features for new users, the CommandManager, has been around
since SOLIDWORKS 2008. “It’s kind of like you go into a process,” Therrien said. “You’re
saying, ‘Hey, I want to be able to sketch, I want to be able to add a feature, I want to do
assembly. It’s chunks of functionality. If you know the main topic of what you’re trying to
do, CommandManager is basically a list of commands or functions that are all grouped
together. And it just makes it easier for people when they’re new [to the software].”
What started out as a clean simple interface when SOLIDWORKS launched in 1995 grew
in complexity over time until so many icons and menus littered the screen that new users
complained that there was no room to model. This led to a revamping of the interface
in 2016, led by the SOLIDWORKS usability team, which, despite protests by entrenched
users, provided the more modern ribbon toolbars, updated icons and a less cluttered
screen. Also available now to help sort through the hundreds of commands is a command search box.
The SOLIDWORKS command search lets users search for the command they’re looking
for and actually shows them where to find it. “It’s almost like using Google Maps or something,” Therrien said. “It shows you where that command is; it guides you through to that
command. So, it’s a good way for people to learn.”
SOLIDWORKS has a user portal, MySOLIDWORKS.com, which aggregates all the internal�ly generated tutorials and help, along with certified sources, like approved resellers, and
currently claims to have over 700 hours of training content.
SOLIDWORKS also offers several resources for learning how to use the software, from selfpaced online tutorials and guides built into SOLIDWORKS to on-site training from SOLIDWORKS’ extensive network of global resellers. “That’s one of the huge advantages that we
have in SOLIDWORKS,” Therrien said. “We have this incredible reseller network that can
help you whenever you get stuck.”
Members of the reseller network not only post helpful tutorials on their blogs, but they
also offer on-site, instructor-led classes within a given driving distance.
SOLIDWORKS has been popular for so long that an active community exists to help other
members and newcomers. The “SOLIDWORKS Tutorials” channel on YouTube has over
110,000 subscribers and countless video tutorials, many of them of over one hour in dura-
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tion. A random search (“table saw”) turned up one full table saw project and several saw
blades. Hundreds of users have offered to help design spur gears.
What’s easier than learning how to create a model? Downloading the model fully created.
Hundreds of thousands of models created by generous users are available for free download at the popular CAD community site GrabCAD.

A search for “bike” on GrabCAD, the popular community-based part library, yielded so many SOLIDWORKS models that it took
narrowing the search topic down to “road bike frame” before the search results fit on one page. (Image courtesy of GrabCAD.)

MOBILITY

When it comes to use on mobile devices, SOLIDWORKS sticks to a traditional view: CAD
data can be consumed on smartphones and tablets, but for creation and modification, it’s
best to stick to desktop workstations.
According to Therrien, most SOLIDWORKS users draw a distinction between how they
want to use the program on desktop versus mobile platforms. “When we ask people what
they want in mobile, a lot of the time, it’s viewing, it’s marking up, it’s finding a part, it’s
approving something like in a mobile PDM application, versus the detailed go-in-and-create-a-feature [process],” Therrien explained. “We see people going smaller in mobile, but,
on the other side, we see people going bigger for desktop. So, they want bigger screens;
they want more screens. They want to be able to experience that product in high definition. So, the smaller devices are great for the operations that people like to do on mobile
devices, but still our customers, when they’re designing, they like to see a big [version].
So, everything in our UI has been redone, so that on high-definition screens you get high
resolution.”
SOLIDWORKS has made gains on high resolution, big screen viewing with full support of
4K screens. Some work is also being done on small screens.
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While SOLIDWORKS’ mobile utility is limited to viewing and markup features, SOLIDWORKS 2018 has introduced a new touch mode that makes the mobile experience more
comfortable for users who prefer touch or stylus input. One of the abilities this enables
is touch sketching, which lets users do a freehand sketch with their finger or stylus. This
is then converted to a perfect shape. This capability is well-suited to users of Microsoft
Surface devices, which are mobile-like workspaces that can run the full desktop version
of SOLIDWORKS, yet have native touch and stylus support.

COLLABORATION

The eDrawings Viewer, available for free, can view SOLIDWORKS and AutoCAD files. To create eDrawings files from other
software requires eDrawings Publisher (not free). Marking up files requires eDrawings Professional. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

SOLIDWORKS users have many options for collaboration throughout the Dassault Systèmes portfolio. “The more formal control version of collaboration would be something
like a PDM experience,” Therrien said. “So, there’s SOLIDWORKS PDM and SOLIDWORKS
PDM Standard that comes in SOLIDWORKS Professional now. So, the idea is that you get a
professional-grade PDM experience that’s scalable, if you want to be able to manage files,
if you want to do multisite [operations], workflows, and things like that.”
SOLIDWORKS also has the ability to share designs with the free eDrawings CAD viewer,
or through the ability to create 3D PDFs. However, Dassault Systèmes’ biggest push for
collaboration is through its highly integrated 3DEXPERIENCE platform.
“The 3DEXPERIENCE platform is a tool that allows us to collaborate like people expect to
collaborate in a social aspect,” Therrien explained. “It’s like a Facebook-type experience.
SOLIDWORKS, the desktop product, is actually tied into that [3DEXPERIENCE]. It’s true
cloud-based social CAD. We’re not saying that all of our customers are going to migrate
to that right away, but for customers that want that online, cloud-based experience, we’re
developing that product right now.”
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SOLIDWORKS Xdesign is the online cloud-based CAD experience Therrien is referring to. It
was announced in a private beta in 2016 and expected to be released at the annual user
conference, SOLIDWORKS World, in Los Angeles in February 2018.

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

SOLIDWORKS CAM for 2.5-axis milling and turning is powered by long-time SOLIDWORKS partner CAMWorks. The decision
to include SOLIDWORKS CAM with SOLIDWORKS 2018 is part of a long-term strategy to build a comprehensive and robust
manufacturing ecosystem. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

SOLIDWORKS offers tools for both additive and subtractive manufacturing, along with
extra tools for cost estimation and documentation. As Therrien points out, SOLIDWORKS
users have access to all the features necessary to go from the design to manufacturing of
a part.
“We’re really expanding our capabilities for manufacturing, and you can really take that
message from design all the way to manufacturing,” Therrien said. “You can [manufacture] with 2D drawings, or you can [manufacture] without any drawings at all. For the
first time, we’re able to say we have all the pieces you need to go from design all the way
through to manufacturing.”
One of these pieces is SOLIDWORKS CAM, which is a version of a third-party CAM software called CAMWorks. “SOLIDWORKS CAM is a portion of CAMWorks, but it’s also been
tweaked for SOLIDWORKS, so we have our own custom version of it. But it’s based on the
proven capabilities of CAMWorks. We like to say it’s ‘powered by CAMWorks,’” Therrien
explained.
All subscription SOLIDWORKS users have access to SOLIDWORKS CAM for 2.5-axis machining. The 5-axis version of CAMWorks is available at an extra cost.
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While SOLIDWORKS has brought CAMWorks closer to the fold, there are many other CAM
products that are available to SOLIDWORKS users as part of its extensive partner programs.

The 3D printing environment in SOLIDWORKS shows the bounding box of the print volume. Also, the software detects and
points out potential problem areas, such as thin walls that may cause parts to collapse. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

In addition to subtractive manufacturing, SOLIDWORKS has been steadily improving its
3D printing functionality over the years, according to Therrien. SOLIDWORKS introduced
direct printing to 3D printers using the Windows 3D print format (3MF) in SOLIDWORKS
2011, something that remains a secret to most users, he noted.
“We have Print 3D, which is the ability to go in and select certain manufacturers or printers, and you can actually see your part sitting in that machine,” he said. “You can orient
the part to make sure it’s going to fit, and you can also see where the support structures
would have to be. It also gives you a visual of what the part’s going to look like, because
it’s going to have a striation to it, it’s going to have layers you’re going to see.”
The striations shown on the visualization of the 3D-printed part are simulations using texture maps rather than accurate modeling, as no CAD geometry engine can be expected
to model that level of detail.
Should your 3D printer support color, SOLIDWORKS will preview the part in color, as well.
Print3D also allows the creation of support structures, which are needed to prevent cantilevered sections of parts from drooping during the build cycle.
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SOLIDWORKS users have access to several 3D printing service providers, such as Materialise. Users can simply send their
designs off, and as long as it is buildable, and know how much it will cost and when to expect it. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

SOLIDWORKS also utilizes its extensive partner network to incorporate 3D printing plugins directly into the software. Sindoh, for instance, is a SOLIDWORKS partner with a plugin that allows users to send parts directly to Sindoh printers, and even watch them get
printed through a live camera feed.
“As we move on, there are more and more of these 3D printer manufacturers who come
to us and want to make their printer accessible directly from SOLIDWORKS,” Therrien
said. “These partnerships are so key for us. We’ve always had this great partner program,
and there are something like 750 partners in the partner area currently.”

INTEGRATED SIMULATION

SOLIDWORKS, founded by mechanical engineers who saw early on the need to analyze
the parts they designed, acquired FEA vendor SRAC and integrated simulation capabilities into SOLIDWORKS since 2003.
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SOLIDWORKS Simulation has been a mainstay of SOLIDWORKS since 2003. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

There are different levels of functionality depending on user requirements. “The entry-level
is Simulation Express, which is part of SOLIDWORKS Standard,” Therrien explained. “So, of
course, they’re limited at that level: limited to a part, certain materials, that sort of thing.
Then, SOLIDWORKS Premium actually gives you structural analysis and motion analysis.”
From there, simulation in SOLIDWORKS is an à la carte experience, according to Therrien.
There are a variety of different simulation packages that offer different types of simulations
for different users. “Thereʼs Simulation Standard, Simulation Professional, Simulation
Premium, Flow Simulation, Flow HVAC, Flow Electronic Cooling, SOLIDWORKS Plastics for
simulating the flow of plastic into a mold, and then there›s SOLIDWORKS Sustainability,”
Therrien said. “So, we have specific offerings that come in the simulation package area.
There›s also topology optimization, which we just added. What you want to use depends
on what kind of simulation you›re trying to do. You get to pick and choose what kind of
packages fit what you›re trying to do best.”

The Validate column of this slide shows the many types of simulation packages available to SOLIDWORKS users. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)
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DESIGN SYNTHESIS

Original part (in blue, above) compared to a topology-optimized part (below). Topology optimization in SOLIDWORKS comes
courtesy of Tosca technology, which Dassault Systèmes acquired. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)

Topology optimization is included in SOLIDWORKS Simulation Professional. (Image courtesy of SOLIDWORKS.)
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COST

SOLIDWORKS users have several options when it comes to purchasing the software: they
can either buy it outright with a perpetual license, buy it in terms of either three months
or a year, or buy it on a subscription basis. According to Therrien, terms offer flexibility and
scalability for certain companies.
“For instance, let’s say that your company is expanding or you have a specific project,”
Therrien explained. “And you’re going to hire on contractors for that specific project. So, if
the project is going to run for three months or six months, maybe you [will just] buy two
three-month term licenses of SOLIDWORKS. So, you can grow your business or shrink it
back very easily using a term license.”
A SOLIDWORKS subscription comes with updates, technical support and some extra
functionality (including access to mySOLIDWORKS, SOLIDWORKS CAM in Standard, and
SOLIDWORKS Visualize, a high-end rendering package, in Professional).

3-Month
Term

1-Year Term

$810.00

$2,700.00

$3995.00

SOLIDWORKS Professional

$1,080.00

$3,600.00

$5490.00

SOLIDWORKS Premium

$1,450.00

$4,825.00

$7995.00

SOLIDWORKS Standard

Perpetual

Adding 5-axis machining will contributing considerably to the cost. Several CAM packages are available in SOLIDWORKS’s extensive 3rd party partner that offers full-featured
5-axis machining, including the full version of CAMworks. The estimated initial cost of
CAMworks for 5-axis machining is $10,000 with $200 a month for maintenance.

MAINTENANCE

SOLIDWORKS issues a major update once a year, which is chock full of improvements and
new features. As with all other traditional CAD systems, users have to balance the effort
involved and disruption caused by installing the update with the benefits it provides. Service packs are available in between annual updates to provide fixes and tweaks. Updates
are typically installed by IT departments or CAD managers.
Maintenance of SOLIDWORKS depends on which licensing model users have purchased.
With term and subscription licenses, users have access to all available updates, while perpetual users will only have access to updates for a limited period of time.

MECHATRONICS

SOLIDWORKS offers two products designed to help users integrate the mechanical and electrical parts of their designs: SOLIDWORKS PCB and SOLIDWORKS Electrical. These products
offer electrical and electronic functionality, including wire harnessing/cabling, schematic design and PCB layout linked directly with SOLIDWORKS for a bi-directional workflow.
“We noticed that a lot of SOLIDWORKS users who did electrical and PCB design were using Altium,” Therrien said of the new products’ origins. “So, we partnered with the companies that seemed to be the most successful in our base of customers. Most of the resellers
were already carrying those products; they were very happy with them. Rather than trying to start a product from scratch, you can partner with those companies and come right
out of the gate with a world-class product. SOLIDWORKS PCB is a good example of that.”
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IOT

To help SOLIDWORKS users with IoT designs, the company again relies on its strong partnerships. “We have partners that we work with—for instance, Xively—that provide the ability for our customers to take the products that they’re designing mechanically and electrically and connecting them to the Internet,” Therrien explained. “There’s a huge amount
of people who are designing products that are being connected to the Internet using
SOLIDWORKS. We want to make sure that that process is smooth and easy, so we’re working with these outside partners very closely.”

GREEN DESIGN

For green design, SOLIDWORKS offers a product called SOLIDWORKS Sustainability,
which comes packaged with SOLIDWORKS Premium or as a stand-alone offering. This
tool queries users on relevant aspects of their designs, such as where they’ll be made,
what they’ll be made of, where they’ll be used, and the like. SOLIDWORKS Sustainability
then analyzes the information to give users an idea of the environmental impact of their
designs. “It gives it to you in miles driven in a car,” Therrien described. “So, it’s more relatable than just saying how many pounds of carbon are released.”
SOLIDWORKS Sustainability also offers material recommendations, which, according to
Therrien, is quite popular with users. “It lets you select different materials that might have
less of an impact on the environment,” he said. “Say, something is biodegradable versus
something that isn’t. In fact, a lot of people use it just for the ability to get recommended
materials—that’s how good that portion of the functionality is.”
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CONCLUSION

CAD System Criteria weight

Ease of Use

PTC
Creo

Fusion 360
Ultimate

Inventor
Collection

Onshape

Solid
Edge
Premium

SOLIDWORKS
Premium

10

6

8

6

10

8

6

Mobility

7

5

8

6

10

5

5

Collaboration

7

5

8

6

10

5

6

Integrated
manufacturing

6

8

10

8

4

4

5

Integrated
simulation

5

7

10

8

5

7

8

Design synthesis

4

4

7

5

4

7

5

Maintenance

7

5

10

7

10

6

5

10

2

10

8

8

6

5

Green design

2

0

0

8

0

8

10

Mechatronics

6

7

10

8

3

3

10

IoT

4

10

5

5

0

0

5

366

580

465

471

368

408

Cost

Points

The information of all the CAD systems was sifted and sorted into a grid that lists the criteria, each with a unique weight, resulting in a weighted score for each system.
For example, if product A is judged to be the best or defines the state of the art in manufacturing, it would get 10 points. Par for the industry would rate 5 points, and less than 5
points means it is deficient. A score of 0 means unavailability, or in Cost, a price that is out
of reach. The more important a criterion, the more weight is assigned to it. For example,
ease-of-use is one of the most important criteria in a modern CAD system, so it gets the
maximum weight (10). The product of the weight and the points is added to get a total
for each system.
Design synthesis, for reasons stated earlier, is the only category where the state-of-the-art
is still not sufficiently useful, so did not warrant a 10 for any system.
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And the winners are…

Best Modern CAD Systems
700

580

600

465

500
400

471

366

368

408

300
200
100
0

Creo

Fusion 360

Inventor
Collection

Onshape

Solid Edge

SOLIDWORKS

#1 - FUSION 360
580 POINTS

Autodesk’s Fusion 360 is easy to get and easy to use. There is no initial investment. You
just set up an account and pay as you go. You can do it all with Fusion 360—from design
and simulation to manufacture—all in one product and with a single user interface. Use
Fusion 360 from any Windows or MacOS. Autodesk has become a veritable warehouse
of technology with acquisitions over the years, and after designating Fusion 360 as its
design and manufacturing platform for the future, the company seems intent on giving
away a lot of that technology. The nerve to fix a price so low while offering so much comes
from the security of having established revenue streams from existing product lines. Once
you have installed it, Autodesk keeps Fusion 360 up to date, pushing a monthly update
through without bothering the user or requiring the IT department. Fusion 360 reaps the
benefits of being connected to the Internet, letting users be mobile, store their files, run
operations on the cloud and collaborate with each other, but it can also function even
without a connection.

#2 ONSHAPE
471 POINTS

To become an Onshape user, you simply create an account. There’s not even a download
and install (for users on desktops), since Onshape runs on servers in the cloud. You can
use the full version of Onshape for free, but engineers will need to pay $125 a month for
the Professional version. That’s cheap but adding full-blown simulation and CAM will almost triple the cost. Maintenance… well, there just isn’t any. Users will always be on the
latest, updated program without the disruption of the big annual upgrade. You can use
it anywhere (as long as you have an online connection) on any device, even smartphones.
All those things are possible because the Onshape founders (same as the SOLIDWORKS
founders) wanted to ease the pains of traditional CAD use. Some pains are felt only upon
relief—such as knowing that, instead of a confusing proliferation of files, all users can be
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assured of working on the latest model. Onshape uses a database approach, instead of
files, so there is only one model, a “single source of truth.” The ultra-modern Onshape has
others trying to catch up. The 3rd party developers need to add simulation, manufacturing and mechatronics functions. Onshape must also wait for traditional CAD users to feel
more secure in the reliability of their online connection as this ultramodern CAD program
simply doesn’t work unless it is connected.

#3 AUTODESK PRODUCT DESIGN & MANUFACTURING COLLECTION
465 PTS

Once Autodesk’s flagship MCAD software, Inventor, for the last few years, has had users
lamenting that all the love was going to the company’s latest creation (Fusion 360). Then,
just months ago, Autodesk surprised everyone with the Autodesk Product Design & Manufacturing Collection. Suddenly, Inventor users had access to a multitude of applications
from Autodesk’s vast portfolio. For just 32 percent more than they’d have to pay for Inventor Professional, users also got access to 3ds Max, AutoCAD, Fusion 360, CAM (Inventor HSM), CAE (Nastran)… What didn’t they get? It was largesse as only Autodesk could
have provided, a McDonalds-style supersizing, like Microsoft offering Word users access
to Office applications. It’s an offer Inventor and AutoCAD users cannot refuse. All design,
visualization, simulation and manufacturing operations applications to use or grow into.
It’s even more than is offered by Autodesk’s more modern CAD platform, Fusion 360. But
as a bundle, rather than features integrated under a platform, Autodesk’s “collections” will
comes with different interfaces and file types, making for a bit more maintenance and
learning.

#4 SOLIDWORKS
408 PTS

SOLIDWORKS has the largest and most loyal base of all professional MCAD users. As the
leader in professional mechanical design, it is the program to which all others are compared. The latest release, SOLIDWORKS 2018, boasts hundreds of enhancements. One
user compared SOLIDWORKS to a speeding train its competitors had no hope of catching. Too much of a head start and it’s still picking up speed. For all that it adds every
year, there will be power users who applaud the new features. But, for millions of users,
the SOLID¬WORKS system is mature, robust and reliable. It need not do much more,
if anything. For many modern engineers, those raised on easy to use apps, who don’t
want to open a book or take a class, traditional CAD is going to seem like hard work. A
SOLIDWORKS Lite would do for them very nicely. And how much does it cost, again?
SOLIDWORKS addresses the cost-conscious with recently introduced term pricing. SOLIDWORKS’s usability group also tries to keep pace with modern interfaces.

#5 SOLID EDGE
368 POINTS

If you had done your homework when selecting a CAD system, you found Solid Edge.
Then, using it was love at first sight. Solid Edge was—and still is—the easiest and most fun
to use of all the traditional MCAD programs. Its pioneering Synchronous Technology freed
users from the tyranny imposed by history-based modeling. Though never in the lead, Solid Edge stays doggedly in the race, adding to its feature set with every release.
However, Solid Edge is owned by Siemens, an industrial giant and one of the world’s largest corporations. Giants like to do business with other giants. Solid Edge, with its small73

and medium-business customers had long seemed to hold little interest to Siemens,
with the industrial giant more likely to serve its enterprise CAD product, NX. Historically,
Siemens has ported much of the technology it acquires and develops into NX. However,
that appears to be changing. Recent enhancements in 3D printing and generative design
shown in the last version of Solid Edge are a result of NX technology. Also, Solid Edge
personnel interviewed as part of this report hinted of more. We expect technology from
the Mentor acquisition to find its way into Solid Edge, rounding out the mechatronics
and simulation categories. Similarly, MindSphere, Siemen’s IoT operating system, may be
made available to help Solid Edge users design for the Internet of Things.

#6 CREO
366 POINTS

Creo, forged from the venerable Pro/ENGINEER, is PTC’s flagship design product and enjoys a large and loyal following. A Creo user won’t understand why other CAD products are
judged as easier to use, because, for them, Creo is very easy to use; they’ve been using it
for years. They will admit, when pressed, that the old Pro/ENGINEER running on Unix may
have gotten a hard-to-use rap, but now it’s on Windows, UI revamped. Besides, how could
something that solves the most difficult of design challenges be made childishly simple?
There’s no way. Companies have grown comfortable with paying for Creo’s upkeep and
absorbing upgrades. Creo works, why change? And why is mobility even a concern? Users
need to sit at desks where the boss can keep an eye on them.
Creo may be without equal in power and capability of all CAD systems in this report.
No user faulted the Creo system for lacking in modeling, simulation, manufacturing, or
mechatronics. When you put together Creo Parametric Essentials Premium, Creo Advanced Simulation Extension and Creo Elements/Pro Complete Machining Option, you
have as complete a design, simulation and manufacturing bundle for the enterprise, and,
with each at a substantial cost, it may be a price only big enterprise can afford.
Our scores are based on our judgment made after integrating input from various sources, and constitutes our opinion of what a modern CAD system consists of. The weight of
each category was subjective. We recognize others will make different judgements on
the same findings and apply different weights. If you’d like to get a copy of the spreadsheet used above to make your own ranking, please contact ENGINEERING.com.
This report was funded by Redshift. The customer had the same opportunity to
present their software as every other company mentioned and did not affect the
outcome of results.
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